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The portion of the East Pacific Rise (EPR) between 5° and 1Z°S

can be subdivided into three areas by fracture zones that offset the

rise axis at about 6. 5°S and 9°S. In all three regions, the spreading

axis of the EPR is defined by a topographic block 300 to 350 zn high

and about 15 km wide. The axial block commonly has subordinate

peaks or shoulders on each flank that vary up to 5 km wide.

Analysis of linear magnetic anomalies in the southern of the

three areas suggests that sea-floor spreading has been occurring at

rates of 80 mm/y to the west and 77 mmfy to the east during the

last 1.7 million years (my). The rise axis is offset in two places

about 10 km. These displacements are interpreted to be the result of

discrete jumps of the site of spreading activity. Reconnaissance data

from the east flank of the EPR indicate that spreading activity on this

portion of the rise began just over 8 my ago when the site of crustal

accretion jumped westward from the now dormant Galapagos Rise.
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About 4. 6 my ago the section of rise crest between approximately

10. 5°S and the 9°S fracture zone jumped westward a distance of at

least 10 km, isolating the pre-existing axial block. ]3y 1.7 my ago,

this axial offset no longer existed, implying a relatively westward

migration of the rise axis south of 10.50 during the period from 4. 6

to 1.7 my ago. The two offsets of the present axis occurred between

1 * 6 and 0.9 my ago and 0.7 my ago and the present in the north and

south, respectively.

The formation of the axial block, its associated shoulders and

the abyssal topography, apparently consisting of tilted fault blocks

with steep sides facing the axis, can be explained by an empirical

model. This model combines extrusion of basalt along the spreading

axis to form the axial block and rotational faulting to form the

shoulders of the block and then lower the shoulders to merge with the

abyssal topography of the uppermost rise flanks.

In the region north of the 6. 5°S fracture zone, seismic activity

on the rise crest, combined with topographic information, suggests

that the EPR axis is unstable here and that it is in the process of re-

orienting to a more stable regional trend. Identification and mapping

of magnetic anomalies in the vicinity of 6°S reveal a spreading rate

of about 77 mmfy, an episode of oblique spreading that occurred 1.7

my ago, and a 10 1cm westward jump of the axis which occurred since

0. 7 my ago. The fracture zone at 6. 5°S offsets the EPR axis 55 1cm



right laterally. Both the bathymetric and magnetic expression of

this fracture zone are markedly reduced a few tens of kilometers

away from its active portion, implying that some change in the pro-

cesses forming the fracture zone occurred about 0. 3 my ago.

Between the fracture zones at 6, 5° and 9 Os, two deactivated

segments of the rise axis, each about 40 km long, occur 90 and 65

km west of the currently active axis. These inactive axial segments

were isolated by eastward jumps of the spreading center. The more

northerly jump, along 6. 5°S, occurred 0. 3 my ago and spaimed 68

km. The other, along 7 °S, covered a similar distance and is either

just completed or still going on. Reconnaissance data from this part

of the EPR suggests that sea-floor spreading began here about 6. 5

my ago and has been continuing at a rate of approximately 78 riaznly.
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TECTONICS OF THE EAST PACIFIC RISE, 5° to 12°S

PART I. INTRODUCTION

A. General

The western margin of the Nazca lithospheric plate is formed by

that portion of the East Pacific Rise (EPR) lying between the Galapagos

triple-junction at 2°N and the Easter Island triple-junction at 34°S

(Figure 1), This portion of the world rift system is less studied than

other spreading centers, but several recent observations have com-

bined to heighten scientific interest in the EPR, espeeially where it

borders the Nazca Plate. Geologically, the EPR is a young feature,

thought to have been formed by a sequence of events occurring between

about Z5 and less than 10 million years ago (mya)(Herron, l97Za),

and have achieved its present configuration as recently as 6. 5 mya

(Anderson and Sciater, 197Z). The portion of the EPR between the two

triple-junctions displays the most rapid sea-floor spreading rates

found along the entire world rift system, with half-rates ranging from

about 80 mm/y in the northern portion (Rea etal., 1973), to 100 mm/y

further south (Herrori, 1972a). Moreover, sediments on the flanks

of the EPR contain high concentrations of various metals. These

metalliferous sediments were first discovered by the H. M. S.

Challenger (Murray and Renard, 1891) and sampled in more detail by

the Carnegie (Revelle, 1944). The plate tectonics theory has
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Figure 1. Index map of the Nazca Plate. Study area is outlined by
heavy black line. Locations of the East Pacific Rise, Bauer
Deep, and extinct Galapagos Rise (light stipple), are shown.
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occasioned renewed interest in these deposits as, upon subduction in

the Peru-Chile Trench, they may be remelted and act as the ultimate

source of the immense ore deposits of the Andes Mountains.

BPupose of the Study

Although the EPR along the western border of the Nazca Plate

(hereafter referred to as the EPR unless otherwise modified) is the

site of the most rapid crustal accretion in the world, it has never been

studied in detail. Accurate estimates of spreading rates were not

available in the literature until 1972,

This study has three goals. The first is to map as accurately

as possible the topography of the EPR between 5° and 12°S, especially

portions near the axis, and to attempt identification and correlation

of the magnetic anomalies present in terms of sea-floor spreading.

Secondly, utilizing a detailed data set from the EPR at about 10. 5°S,

an empirical model for the formation of the various topographic fea-

tures of the EPR will be constructed. The final goal is to construct

from the bathymetric and magnetic data a geologic history for the

EPR between 5° and 12°S with emphasis on the events of the last 2

million years.



C. Previous Work

Topography and Mapping

The East Pacific Rise system was first discovered by the H. M. S.

Challenger which crossed it at about 39°S, south of the Easter Island

triple-junction. Murray (1895) presented a very general topographic

outline of this feature, which he named the Albatross Plateau. The

second major expedition to the southeast Pacific Ocean and the first

to traverse the area considered here was led by Alexander Aggasiz

aboard the Albatross. Agassiz (1906) further defined the Albatross

Plateau, referred to it as the most interesting bathymetric feature in

the eastern Pacific, and noted its similarities to the ItChallanger

Ridget the southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Apparently the next ship to

study the area was the Carnegie which in 1928-1929 sounded and

named the Carnegie Ridge and the Bauer Deep (Ault, 1946).

Essentially no additional knowledge was gained about this region

until during and after the Second World War when the increasing inter-

est of the U. S. Navy in Antarctica resulted in many ships traversing

and sounding the southeast Pacific. In the early 1950's, the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography began a series of long cruises to the South

Pacific that contributed much new information and helped to refine the

older data.



Apparently the East Pacific Rise was never named as such.

The term first appears in the early to mid-l950s in articles written

by workers at Scripps, although the term Albatross Plateau was still

being used by the continental geologists (compare Gilluly, 1955, with

Revelleetal., 1955). At the same time, workers at Lamont re

ferred to the EPR as the Easter Island Ridge (Ewing and Heëzen,

1956).

Menard in 1960 outlined the entire East Pacific Rise system

from south of New Zealand to the Gulf of California In 1964, Menard

etal, pointed out the existence of the Galapagos Rise, in the center of

the Nazca Plate, and gave a brief history of exploration of the south-

east Pacific Ocean. Reports by Bonatti and Joensuu (1966) and

Bonatti (1968) discuss material dredged from a seamourit at 10 6°S,

109. 6°W, and the nature of the ocean floor between 140 and 6°S.

Seismic Studies

Prior to the installation of seismic stations in Antarctica during

the International Geophysical Year (1957-1958) epicenter locations on

the EPR were very inaccurate, Installation of these stations, the

advent of the World Wide Standardized-Seismograph Network in 1961,

and subsequent refinements in the processing of seismic data greatly

reduced errors in thelocation of epicenters. EPR seismicity was

first described by Sykes'(1963) who noticed less seismic activity
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between 90 andao°S thanon portions of the rise to the north or south.

He suggested that much of the seismic activity may be related to the

fracture zones. In 1967, Sykes published three focal mechanisms for

fracture zones on the entire EPR, only one of which, the Easter Island

fracture zone, was from the portion of the EPR that borders the

Nazca Plate. Anderson and Sclater (1972) published two more focal

mechanisms indicating strike-s1ip motion in the direction 105° for

earthquakes from the fracture zones on the EPR between 30 and 5°S.

Northrop etal. (1970) studied T-phases from EPR earthquakes and

found that most of the seismic energy was concentrated in the vicinity

of fracture zones. Recently, Stover (1973) compiled most of the

seismic information from the East Pacific Ocean. He, also, pointed

out the close association of earthquakes with fracture zones along the

entire EPR.

Recent Studies

The late196Ots mark a turning point in the fields of marine

geology and geophysics with the advent of the theory of plate tectonics

(cf: McKenzie and Parker, 1967; Morgan, 1968; and Le Pichon, 1968)

and the strong supporting evidence supplied by the seismologists

(Isaacs etal. , 1968). Herron (1972a) compiled much of the geo

physical data that exists from the Nazca Plate and attempted to de

cipher the Cenozoic history of the area. Briefly, she concluded that
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the present EPR is a fairly young feature, and that a north-south

trending fossil spreading center exists in the central portion of the

Nazca Plate. The fossil ridge, Menard etal. 's (1964) Galapagos

Rise, was the active spreading center during the early Tertiary time,

but about 60 mya, in the region north of the Eltanin fracture zone,

spreading activity began to shift to the west. As this shift progressed

northward, portions of the Galapagos Rise became extinct. The shift

in the northern portion of the Nazca Plate was completed about 10

my a.

Anderson and Sclater (1972) deduced spreading rates and the
0 0geologic history of the EPR between 5 and 20 S from age-depth rela-

tionships (Sciater et al., 1971). They found topographic evidence for

the ridge jump proposed by Herron (1972a) and proposed a similar

chronology of events. Rea et al. (1973) presented magnetic-anomaly

information for the EPR at about 6° and ll°S illustrating sea-floor

spreading rates in excess of 80 mm/y. Recently, Rea and MalIait

(1974) suggested that the large fracture zone intersecting the EPR at

about 4. 5°S was the locus of the long westerly offset between the fossil

Galapagos Riseof Herron (1972a) and the southern extension of the

fossil Mathematicians -Clipperton Ridge spreading system (Anderson

and Davis, 1973).



D. Data

Almost all of the existing marine geophysical data for the EPR
0 0 0 0between about 3 S to 13 S and 100 W to 113 W has been assembled

for this study (Figure 2) including data from four institutions and

eleven cruises, all predating 1972, Seven cruises to the EPR be

tween 5° and l2°S were completed between late 1971 and 1973 under

the auspices of the IDOE Nazca Plate Project. These cruises in

dude: three by the R/V Kana Keoki of the Hawaii Institute of Geo-

physics, KK-71--07 traverse along 12°S, KK-7l08 to the EPR survey

area at lO.5°S, and KK-71-l0 to the EPR survey area at 6°S; two

by theR/V Yaguina of Oregon State University, YALOC-71-7 to the

survey area at l0.5°S on the EPR, and YALOC=-71-9 to the survey

area at 6°S; and two cruises of the NOAA Ship Oceanraher, OceQ-

73-2 and Ocea-73-4, both engaged in EPR reconnaissance- filling in

the holiday areas between the other tracklines.

All cruises since about 1968 or 1969 were positioned by satellite

navigation with a resultant accuracy of location well within 1 km and

probably within 0. 5 km. The two detailed survey areas at 6°S and

10. 5°S were completed entirely with satellite navigation and the agree-

ment of data at line crossings is excellent.

During all of the Nazca Plate Project cruises, routine underway

data gathering operations included bathymetric observations, either by

12 kHz or 3. 5 kHz echo sounders, magnetic observations with a
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proton-prec es sion magnetometer, and gravity observations using

Lacoste-Romberg stable-table meters. For most of the cruises, low-

frequency seismic-reflection data were collected with a pneumatic

sound source. Since the EPR axial region does not have enough sedi-

ments to appear on reflection records, these data were used very

little in this study.

Bathymetric strip-chart records were routinely digitized at

depths corresponding to every 5-minute interval and at any intervening

peaks, deeps, or slope breaks. All bathymetric data used in con-

structing the contour maps of the two survey areas were corrected

for the variation of velocity of sound in seawater utilizing the Matthews

Tables (Matthews, 1939) and an assumed sound velocity of 1463

rn/sec (800 fm/sec). Total intensity magnetic data were reduced to

anomaly form using the International Geomagnetic Reference Field

(IAGA Commission 2 Working Group 4, 1969). All of the routine

underway geophysical observations, navigation, depths, total-field

magnetics and anomalies, and gravity were placed on magnetic tapes

in the NGDC data format (Geophysical Data Task Group, 1972) and

these tapes were the initial point of all ensuing data processing.



PART II. EAST PACIFIC RISE, 9.5° to 12°S

A. The 10. 5 °SSuy1ea

Bathymet ry

11

In February 1972, the R/V Yaiina of Oregon State University

and the R/V Kana Keoki of the Hawaii institute of Geophysics sur-

veyed in detail a portion of the EPR crest centered at about 10, 5°S,

The survey covers a 95 km length of the rise axis from about 100

25'S to 11°15'S and extends approximately 200 km west-northwest

and 100 km east-southeast of the axis.

A bathymetric contour map of the io. sos survey area (Figure 3)

depicts the typical features of the EPR crest, indeed the area was

chosen for that very reason. The precise axis of the EPR is a topo-

graphic block about 300 m high and 15-20 km wide (Figure 4).

Shallowest depth of the axial block is usually about 2700 m. The

3000 m contour line (Figure 3) defines the lateral extent of the axial

block very well. Displaying a remarkable linearity along a trend of

0180 in the northern two-thirds of the area, the axis undergoes a

change in trend at ll°S and trends 012° in the southern portion of the

survey area. This trend change is confirmed by reconnaissance

tracklines to the south of the survey area, Shoulders commonly

occur along the axial block, and where well developed (Figure 4,
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Figure 3. Bathymetric map of the 10. 5°S survey area. Depths are in
corrected meters; contour interval is 100 rn. Regions less
than 3000 m deep are shaded.
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lines 4 and 5), divide the axial block into three peaks of sub-equal

width; the middle peak in all cases is the highest one. Such a axial

block characterizes the East Pacific Rise throughout much of its

length (Rea, 1973; Anderson and Noltimier, 1973).

Away from the axial block, the topography of the upper flank

of the EPR is characterized by abyssal hills of 100 to 200 m relief,

These hills and the intervening valleys are lineated parallel to the

rise axis and some of them are continuous across the entire area

surveyed. More commonly these features are 20-30 km long,

Bathymetric profiles (Figure 4) show that this abyssal topography has

a wavelength of 3 to 5 km and also that the small hills seem to group

into units, or blocks, that are 20 to 30 km wide,

A large seamount occurs in the northeast portion of the survey

area (Figure 3). The seamount is elongated perpendicular to the

EPR axis and has horizontal dimensions of approximately 60 by 20

km. Its relief is about 1500 m with a least depth of approximately

1750 m. A subsidiary hill rising 600 m from the sea floor is situated

east of the seamount. Depression contours at the southern edge of

the seamount (Figure 3) imply the existence of a moat around its base.

Such moats are commonly found around seamounts of this size and

suggest local crustal subsidence in response to the load of extruded

volcanics. In this case, crustal subsidence must be fairly rapid

since the seamount is quite young (see below).



A dredge haul recovered from near the top of the eastern high

peak of the seamount by the Amphitrite expedition contained mostly

semi-indurated, iron-rich sediments and one piece of tholeiitic

basalt (Bonatti and Joensuu, 1966).

Analysis of pograpy

Without direct evidence from seismic-reflection profiles it is

not easy to differentiate between tectonic (faulting) and volcanic

(extrusion paralleling the axis) origins for the abyssal hills. Data

from deeply-towed instruments have provided extensive evidence for

the faulting origin of abyssal hills by demonstrating that many of the

slopes on the 3 to 5 km wavelength topography are fault scarps of

various dimensions (Larson, 1971; Atwater and Mudie, 1973; Klitgord

and Mudie, 1974). Thus, it seems profitable, in lieu of useful seis-

mic information, to analyze the topography for probable fault-bound

features. Bathymetric profiles from the 10. 5°S survey area appear

to contain two different wavelengths of topography. The higher fre-

quency topography is three to five kilometers in wavelength and is

superimposed upon blocks whose wavelengths measure a few tens of

kilometers (Figure 4). In an attempt to validate this intuitive con-

clusion, a spectral analysis was performed on the topography of the

four longer survey lines (Figure 4, lines 1, 5, 7, and 10). Results

of the spectral analysis give the distribution of the variance of the



topography with respect to frequency. By this method it can be

shown that, depending on the line analyzed, 95% of the variance, or

divergence from a linear slope, lies in topography greater than 3, 5

to 5 km in wavelength. Thus, although these smaller features are

the predominant wavelength, they are essentially a randomly distri-

buted noise overlain on a signal of longer wavelength. The same

analysis shows that about 80% of the variance ocurs in wavelengths

longer than 10 km and about 60% in wavelengths greater than 0 km.

The intuitive conclusion gained from just looking at the profiles, that

longer wavelength features exist, seems to be justified.

The second step in this procedure is to remove the higher fre-

quency noise and see what sort of signal remains. To do this we

first interpolate the data to a constant sample interval of 1 km and

then take a standard N-point moving average of the data. However,

in order to avoid possible undue effects of a narrow peak or deep

strongly influencing all N calculations it enters into, a weighted

average with a Gaussian distribution was used over the interval being

considered. Thus, for a five-point filter, the successive depths are

multiplied by 1, 4, 6, 4, and 1, summed, divided by 16, and this

number becomes the new depth for the central point in the group.

This method weighs the data near the center of the window more

heavily than those near the edges, thereby limiting the effect of local

bathmetric extremes. The five points considered together span a



4 km interval and attenuate the 3 to 5 km wavelength topography.

Results of this procedure, using both a 5- and 9-point moving

weighted average, are illustrated in Figure 5, When the shorter

wavelengths are filtered out longer wavelengths become more appar-

ent. The difference between profiles averaged over 5- and 9-point

windows is much less than the difference between the unliltered 1-km

data and the profile filtered with the 5.=point window, again suggesting

that most of the topographic noise has a wavelength of about 4 km.

Filtered profiles (Figure 5) reveal a series of topographic blocks, 10

to 30 km wide. Most of these blocks are either tilted away from the

EPR axis (steep slope toward the axis) or untilted. A few especially

at the western ends of lines 1 and 5 (Figure 5), are tilted toward the

axis.

It is likely that these blocks, 10-30 km wide and, from Figure

3, perhaps 30-50 km long, are the result of normal faulting on the

ocean floor. When faults dip toward the axis, the tops of the blocks

are rotated away from the axis. More rarely, when faults dip away

from the axis the block tops are rotated toward the axis (see Part II,

E, below).

Thus, there may be three scales of faulting on the EPR, form-

ing three sizes of features. Small faults spaced a few hundred meters

apart produce small asymmetrical hills a few tens of meters high

(Larson, 1971). Faults spaced a few kilometers apart produce
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asymmetrical hills with about 100 m relief (Atwater and Mudie, 1973).

This scaleof faulting is the probable origin of the 3,5-5 km topography

seen in Figures 3 and 4. And finally, faults spaced several tens of

kilometers apart result in tilted blocks of that width and perhaps 200

m of total relief. All blocks are usually tilted such that their steep

slopes face the spreading axis and their gentle slopes face outward,

This implies that the normal faults producing these features dip to-

ward the axis. True dips of the faults in the 10. survey area are

unknown; Klitgord and Mudie (1974) reported scarp slopes in excess

of 50° from the sea-floor near the Galapagos Rift Zone at 86°W.

Not all topographic features, except the axial block of the EPR,

are necessarily of tectonic origin since seamounts and smaller ex-

trusive festures are present. Since the brittle portion of the crust

probably is thinner on faster-spreading rises thanon slower-spread-

ing ones (Bass, 1971) and the magma chamber underlying the Mid-

Atlantic Ridge may be as little as 3 km below the floor of the axial

valley (Francis and Porter, 1973), it seems probable that one of the

larger normal faults near the EPR spreading axis could tap the under-

lying magma chamber and become a conduit for extrusion, The low

ridge defined by the 3100 m contour line and trending north-northeast

through the survey area near 111°W (Figure 3) may be such an ex-

trusive feature whose position is localized by a larger fault,
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Regional Slope of the EPR Upper Flank

In order to obtain an accurate estimate of the regional slope

and to determine the continuity of the larger fault blocks parallel to

the axis, bathymetric profiles from six crossings of the rise axis,

the four long lines from the survey area at 10. 5°S and two from the

Oceo-73-4 cruise, all spaced over a distance of 150 km along the

axis were stacked and averaged (Figure 6). The resultant average

profile shows a very uniform axial block 310 m high and 15 km wide,

The west flank slope may or may not show fault blocks. A regression

line through the slope of the rise flank (but not the axial block) re-

suits in the following empirical relationship between distance from

the foot of the axial block and water depth:

Depth (m) = 1.485 xDistance (km) + 3008, r = .91.

This can be converted into an age-depth relationship by converting the

distance to age via the spreading rate giving:

Depth (m) = 118.8 xAge (my) + 3008 m.

These empirical relationships should be useful in establishing crustal

ages on portions of the East Pacific Rise further north near the mag

netic equator where age information from magnetic anomalies is un-

clear or absent.
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The Magnetic Anomaly Map

At 1O.5°S, the crest of the East Pacific Rise is within a few

degrees of the magnetic equator and lies in a zone where anomalies

are anti-symmetrical and often difficult to interpret (Schouten, 1971).

The trend of the EPR axis is not far from north, a geometric condi-

tion that results in low-amplitude sea-floor spreading magnetic

anomalies. Conversely, any cross structures, such as abyssal hill

terminations or small fracture zones, would produce relatively much

higher amplitude anomalies (Schouten, 1971; Rea, 1972).

A map of the magnetic anomalies occurring in the 10. 5°S survey

area (Figure 7) illustrates the irregularity of the anomalies in this

area. In comparison with. most magnetic anomaly maps of ridge-

crest regions, there are no sea-floor spreading anomaly stripes

extending across the area. The only feature on the map approaching

such a stripe is the east-northeast trending anomaly near 111°W.

The most obvious magnetic features on the map are in the

northeastern portion of the survey area and are related to the large

seamount. They vazy from less than -700 y to more than +200 'V.

The largest anomaly occurs in conjunction with the shallowest peak

of the seamount. The irregular nature of the anomalies associated

with this seamount is somewhat surprising as many similar sized

and larger seamounts and/or volcanic ridges have been mapped
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elsewhere (cf, Rea and Naugler, 1971) and almost all of them have

reasonably regular dipole anomalies associated with them, The

irregular magnetic anomalies associated with the seamount at 100

40'S (Figure 7) probably result from structural complexities within

the seamount.

A linear, negative magnetic anomaly crosses the EPR axis at

about 11. O°S, 110. 4°W, turns northeast parallel to the axis, then

east to merge with the seamourit anomalies at 109. 8°W (Figure 7).

At the point where the anomaly intersects the axis, the axis changes

trend from 018° to the north to 012° to the south (Figure 3). This

anomaly may mark a small or incipient fracture zone, The negative

anomaly implies normal po'arization of material intruded into this

fracture, The most intense portion of this anomaly (outlined by the

-400 V contour, Figure 7, may represent either the widest portion of

the intrusion or the part trending most nearly east-weat.

This east-west trending anomaly does not correspond to any

comparable structure or trend on the bathymetric map (Figure 3).

Continuation of this east-west trending magnetic anomaly into those

produced by the seamount implies a structural relation between the

two, as if an oblique fault were intruded but the intrusion breached

the surface at only one place and did not disturb or influence the local

abyssal topography elsewhere.



West of the EPR axis, two broad oval-shaped anomalies, 25-35

km in diameter occur (Figure 7). The northern anomaly is positive

and the southern one is negative. The origin of these features is

unknown, although certainly the southern one and probably the northern

one are real and not the result of aberrations along only one trackline.

Application of half-width methods of depth of source to these broad

anomalies imply a depth to source of 20-30 km for these features.

At this depth, the material should be well within the magma chamber

underlying the EPR (Scheidegger, 1973) and the temperature far above

the Curie point. Hence, the origin of these broad magnetic features

remains unclear.

Magnetic Profiles and Sea-floor Spreadiflg Rates

Ever since the first attempts to decipher global plate motions

and their rates in the late l960's (cf: Le Pichon, 1968; Heirtzler

et a)..., 1968) it has been apparent that the portion of the EPR border-

ing the Nazca Plate is the fastest spreading part of the global ridge

system. Quantitative information on these high spreading rates is,

however, sparse and of variable quality. This lack of data results

from the relatively few tracklines through the region prior to 1972 and

from the location of the northern half of the EPR near the magnetic

equator which results in low signal-to-noise ratios. Previous esti-

mates of axial spreading rates have been made by Heirtzler et al.



(1968, 60 mm/y at 10°S), by Herron (1972a, 75 mm/y at 9.2°S),

and by Anderson and Sciater (1972, 90 mm/y at 8°S, 60 mm/y at

10°S, and 90 mm/y at 12, 5°S). The first two estimates were based

on magnetic anomalies; estimates of Anderson and Sciater were de-

rived from the sea-floor age-depth relationships, but the authors

(p. 440) admit that probable error in ages determined from the

topography is on the order of 10 to 20%.

All the problems listed above apply in the 10. 5°S survey area,

especially the low signal-to-noise ratio. Spreading rates in this

area have been determined in two ways. The first was a comparison

of the best magnetic anomalies with theoretical profiles calculated

from two-dimensional models. Both planar and block models were

constructed. The observed and theoretical profiles do not correlate

particularly well but do suggest a spreading rate of 83mm/y (Rea

et al. , 1973).

Secondly, all the available data were stacked and averaged.

Data from the 10 crossings of the EPR in the 10. 5°S survey area

were used. Tracklines were spaced 6 to 13 km apart, nearly parallel

(Figure 8), and accurately positioned.

Magnetic information was stacked, averaged, and transformed

to the pole by the method described by Blakely and Cox (1972). The

one significant divergence from their method is that the profiles were

aligned on the precise topographic axis of the EPR rather than on any
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magnetic features within the profiles. Figures 9 and 10 show the re

suits of this operation and the appropriate theoretical profile. Over

all comparison of the two profiles indicates sea=floor spreading rates

of about 83 mm/y. However, the one welldefined peak on the aver

age profile is associated with the Brunhes/Matuyama boundary

(Figure 10) and if only this peak were used in determining the spread-

ing rate, the result would be 79 mm/y

Several problems occur when working with a noisy data set,

one of which is the problem of alignment of the profiles. The inter-

-polated sample interval, 1,0 km, determines the precision of the

alignment, as each profile can be positioned to within 0. 5 km of the

ridge axis. The quality of the results, therefore, depends largely

upon the degree to which the prominent peak of the axial block marks

the exact center of the spreading system. Recent detailed work on

the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near the Azores has revealed a 1 -2 km wide,

low volcanic ridge lying along the exact spreading axis on the rift-

valley floor (Macdonald etal, , 1974), Thus, topographic features

may denote the precise spreading axis quite well. The EPR axis is

not absolutely straight through the survey area but varies from its

average trend of 018° by a few degrees. If the topographic axis is

not parallel to the spreading center a 20 change over the tens of

kilometers involved would result in inaccuracies of no more than

about 2 km. Thus, overall positioning errors among the stacked
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profiles in relation to the true axis may be no more than a few kilo-

meters, but for any one profile, a positioning error of 5 km would

result in alocation error of the Brunhes/Matuyama boundary of 8%

in distance and time.

Another problem with this particular data set is the stacking of

noisy profiles of variable length. The noise probably is caused by

cross structures trending more-less perpendicular to the north-

northeast grain of the topography, Addition or subtraction of in-

dividual profiles to the total results in various offsets or artifacts in

the resultant profiles. These small perturbations in the average

profile are especially apparent at distances of 196 and 80 km west of

and 55 km east of the axis (Figure 9). The ends of the average pro-

file, west of 196 km west and east of 59 km east are from a single

profile. The easternmost anomalies are especially misleading as

they come from Line 3 which passes within 4 or 5 km of the sea-

mount and which is influenced by the seamount magnetic anomalies.

Thus, these anomalies arise from the adjacent seamount rather than

from polarity changes in the normal oceanic crust. All of the small

variations in the average profile are magnified when the profile is

rotated to the pole, compare Figures 9 and 10,

General results of stacking and averaging the magnetic anomaly

profiles from the 10. 5°S survey area are not conclusive, The corre-

lation of the average profile with a theoretical one indicates that the
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sea-floor spreading rate may be as much as 83 mm/y, but correla-

tion of the one best anomaly, the Brunhes/Matuyarna boundary,

suggests a slightly slower rate of 79 mm/y for this region.

B. ç ndTectonic History of the
EPR Axi eion, 9. 5°-12°S

Introduction

All available tracklines (Figure 11) were examined in order to

determine more accurate regional spreading rates and a geologic

history for the EPR south of the 9°S fracture zone and north of 12°5.

These lines include all those with an easterly trend for which mag-

netic data is available, with the exception of the short survey lines.

Magnetic anomalies are correlated among the tracklines and shown

in profile form on Figure 12, Sea-floor spreading rates were de-

termined for the last 1.7 my, from the time of anomaly 2 to the

present as only a few anomalies older than the Gilsa anomaly could

be identified, Throughout this discussion the time scale and magnetic

anomaly nomenclature of Cox (1969) will be used.

Offsets of the EPR Axis

The East Pacific Rise between the 9°S fracture zone and 12°S

can be divided into three subregions by two small axial offsets
0 0occurring at 10.0 S and 11.5 S (Figure 11), In the northern two
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Figure 12. Magnetic anomaly profiles with correlations, EPR 90 to
12°S. Model parameters include the general time scale
of Cox (1969), 80 mm/y spreading rate, 3.5 to 4.0 km
magnetized layer with remane.nt magnetization of 0. 025
emu/cc, and a profile trend of 10 8°. B/M is the Brunhes
Matuyama boundary, J and G the Jaramillo and Gilsa
events. Anomaly numbers are according to Heirtzler
et al. (1968). Profile locations are on Figure 11, A
denotes EPR axis. Profiles trend southeasterly except
where noted, West is to the left,
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sub-regions the axis position is approximately symmetrical to the

anomalies on either flank. The central sub-portion is offset about 8

to 10 km from the northern portion at approximately 10. 0°S, implying

the existence of a sharp double bend in the ridge axis or a small

transform fault with left-lateral offset. This small offset evidently

has existed for at least 0.9 my as both the Jaramillo and Brunhes/

Matuyama anomalies are offset by similar amounts as the axis. The

Gilsa anomaly to the east apparently is unaffected by this offset,

implying that the offset originated sometime between about 1.6 and 1.0

mya. Definition of the Gilsa anomaly on the west flank of the rise,

however, is ambiguous, especially on line 1 of the survey area,

Within the central sub-portion of this region, defined mostly

by the survey area, the EPR axial block changes trend from 018° to

0lZ south of 11. l°S. As in the case of the offset at l0.0°S, the

Jaramillo and Brunhes/Matuyama anomalies reflect this trend change

but the Gilsa anomaly shows little or no trend change. This indicates

that the trend change may have occurred some time between 1,6 and

1.0 mya.

Along lZ°S, the small star-survey run by the Kana Keoki and

the Chain-l00 trackline (Figure 11) permit definition of the EPR axial

block in the southern portion of the region. Northward extension of

the axis as mapped at 1Z°5 does not meet with the axis as defined in

the southern portion of the survey area. Another double bend or



small transform fault must therefore occur at about 11, 5°S. This

offset is right lateral in sense. The axial trend at 12°S is 016°,
0 0more like the regional trend of 018 found further north than the 012

trend of the axis just north of the small offset at 11 5

Unlike the small offset at 10, 0 S, the axial offset in the southern

portion of the region is not reflected in the magnetic anomalies

(Figure 11). This means that this offset was initiated sometime

during the last 0. 69 my, between the time of the Brunhes/Matuyama

reversal and the present. Both offsets, therefore originated and

became normally functioning within a maximum time span of about

0. 6 my. Available data does not show whether these offsets are a

result of a brief period of highly asymmetrical spreading along a

segment of the rise axis or a small jump in the position of the spread

ing center. Both small axis offsets span a distance approximately

equal to the ha11width of the axial block. Since the axial block itself

is almost certainly fault bound (see Part II, E, below) a hypothesis

of small ridge jumps holds a certain attraction,

The mechanism for such a small jump is relatively straight-

forward. First, one of the faults bounding the axial block propagates

deep enough to tap the magma chamber. Then, the fault becomes the

preferred conduit for extrusion and the previous axial block immedi-

ately adjacent to the new one forming over the new conduit is
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downfaulted to merge with the top of the regional slope. Part II, E,

below, describes this faulting in more detail.

The data thus suggest an active ridge axis that changes its

location and trend, within some proscribed limits, over relatively

short periods of time. Both the northern and southern axis segments

recently have moved or jumped westward; perhaps the central seg-

ment will be next. This concept of smallscale migrations of the

spreading axis has significant consequences for the interpretation of

the magnetic anomaly pattern. A 10 km jump of the spreading center

would cause magnetic anomalies forming during that time to be of

unequal width on either side of the new axis and, if the shift in spread-

ing activity crossed a pre-existing magnetic boundary, would result

in doubling the anomaly on one flank and omitting it on the other.

These complications are possible even if crustal accretion at the

spreading center is a symmetrical process.

Sea-floor Spreading Rates, O-l.7my.

Based on Figure 12, anomalies were selected representing the

Gilsa event, Jaramillo event, and Brunhes/Matuyama reversal

boundary with mid-point ages of 1.7, 0. 9Z, and 0, 69 my, respectively

(Cox, 1969). Using distances between the mid-points of the anomalies

and the summit of the axial block spreading rates were determined

by linear regression. Only anomalies apparently symmetrically
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located about the axis were used for the regression, in order to avoid

any bias from the asymmetrically situated anomalies south of the

small offset at ll.5°S, A t-value of 0.0 my and anx-value of 0.0±

2 km was assigned to the summit of the axial block for the regression.

Results are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Spreading rates in mm/y or km/my for the EPR, 9. 5°S to
ll°S. Errors arel -standard deviaton, and assumed to be
independent in addition (E2 + E2 E ).w e t

ThTERVAL RATE
West Flank East Flank Total

Gilsa-Jaramillo 76.7 ± 2.5

Jaramillo.-Brun/Mat 91,0 ± 4.4

Brun/Mat-Axis 79.0 ± 1.1

G-J-B/M-Axjs 79.9 ± 1.0

74.5 ± 2.2 151.2 ± 3.3

75.9 ±5.2 166,9 ±6,8

81,1 ± 1.4 160.1 ± 1.8

77.3 ±0.9 157.2 ± 1,3

Overall, since Gilsa time, the west flank of the EPR has been

spreading slightly faster, at 79, 9 mm/y, than the east flank, spread-

ing at 77.3 mm/y. This difference is significant at 1-standard

deviation but not at a high level of confidence (2-standard deviations),

Spreading rates for each of the anomaly pairs show small differences

on each flank, although only those for the Jaramillo-Brunhes/Matu-

yama time interval approach statistical significance. The rapid rate

on the west flank during this time interval results from 13 total

anomaly data points. If this were the result of a small axis jump, one
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would expect a corresponding decrease in the east flank rates but

this is not seen (Table 1).

If all apparent asymmetries in sea-floor spreading rates were

the result of a shifting axis, the total separation rates should remain

the same. This, however, does not seem to be the case. The last

column in Table 1 shows that total separation rates may have in-

creased since the Gilsa to Jaramillo time interval, 1.7 to 0.9 mya.

As in the previous discussion, these differences are significant only

at 1-standard deviation, but not at 2-standard deviations. The exist-

ing data does not provide information as to whether this increase is a

one-time event or part of a cyclical variation in spreading rates about

some average value, Blakely (1974) has demonstrated variations in.

spreading rates of up to 40% of the total rate from studies of magnetic

anomalies southwest of the Blanco fracture zone in the northeast

Pacific. The discussion above suggests that these rate variations

might result from either small changes in the position of the axis or

true changes in spreading rates. Both types of variation occur in the
0 0 .9. 5 S to 12 S region on the East Pacific Rise.

C. Geology of the EPR East Flank,
9.5° to 12°S, >2 myj

A Magnetic Isochron

The east flank of the EPR extends from the axis, along about
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llO°W, to the western edge of the Bauer Deep, along about 104°W,

an east-west distance of almost 700 km. Within this distance, only

one magnetic anomaly older than the Gilsa anomaly can be correlated

with any certainty across the region, anomaly 3' (Taiwani et al.

1971). Several anomalies occurring on all lines between approxi-
0 0mately 106.8 W andl07.8 W (Figurel2) are part of anomaly 3, but

individual peaks cannot be correlated with any confidence across the

region.

Anomaly 3' can be correlated across all five magnetic profiles,

resulting in a trend similar to that of the rise axis (Figures 11 and

12). This anomaly is either offset about 10 km near 12.. 3°S or

changes trend near line KK-7 1-7 at 12°S. The peak of anomaly 3'

occurs at the boundary between the predominantly normal Epoch 5

and the younger, predominantly reversed Gilbert epoch. Unfortun-

ately, the exact age of anomaly 3' is subject to some debate. Ages

given for this anomaly include 5.61 my (Heirtzler etal. , 1968), 5 5

my (Vine, 1968), 5.05-5. 1 my (Opdyke and Foster, 1970; Foster and

Opdyke, 1970; Opdyke, 1972), and 5. 18 my (Talwani et al,, 1971).

The first two ages are based on marine magnetic-anomaly profiles,

the third and youngest age estimate is based on magnetic reversals

recorded in marine sediments and the last estimate upon a combina-

tion of the two methods.
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These ages can be further modified by dating terrestrial vol-

canics of known magnetic polarity. Two such investigations, Watkins

etal. (1971), and Mankinen (1972) have found ages for reversely

polarized lava flows of 5. 37 ± 0, 07 and 5. 3 ± 0. 2 my, respectively.

The reversed polarity of the rocks indicates that they lie within the

Gilbert reversed epoch and therefore are younger than the reversal

at the beginning of the Gilbert.

Obviously, the assumptions of constant sedimentation rate and

of constant sea-floor spreading rate basic to many of these estimates

are both open to some question. However, errors in the age dating

of rocks can be at least partially quantified and given as an error

range. Thus, an age of 5.4 my will be used for anomaly 3'.

The distance from the central portion of the EPR axis (that

part not offset to the west during the last 1.7 my) to anomaly 3' is

465 km. At the assumed age of 5.4 my for this anomaly, the overall

spreading rate for the east flank of the EPR in this region would be

about 86 mm/y, somewhat higher than the present east-flank rates

of about 77 mm/y. This high rate may not be real, however. Evi-

dence from the axial zone shows two westward jumps of the spreading

center in the last 1.7 my, each jump being on the order of 8 to 10 km.

Suppose, therefore, that there have been four westward axis jumps

of 10 km each since 5. 4 mya. This would increase the axis to

anomaly distance by 40 km. If this were the case, the true distance
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should be 45 km and the sea-floor spreading rate would be about 79

mm/y, a value in much closer agreement with the recent spreading

rate, Available data do not permit definition of such an ongoing

sequence of small axis jumps, and the uncertainties in the east flank

spreading rate, arising from the possibilities of asymmetrical

spreading rates, shifts in the position of the axis, and uncertainty in

the dating of anomaly 3 must remain,

Regional Structure of the Ocean Floor

The general morphology of the east flank of the East Pacific

Rise between 9,,5°S and about 12°S is illustrated in Figure 13 which

shows the five long east-west trending lines which traverse this part

of the ocean floor Duferences in the fine-scale structure among

the five lines are the result of digitization procedures employed by

the various institutions that obtained theoriginal data.

The topography on the rise flank, like that found in the 10, 5°S

survey area, shows finer-scale features a few kilometers wide super-

imposed on broader forms a few tens of kilometers wide (Figure 13,

middle three lines). Overall relief is 100 to 200 meters except in the

region of rough topography lying between 106°W and 107°W on the

Chain-lOO and Amphitrite tracklines in the northernpart of the area.

Four of the. lines cross to the eastern edge of the modern EPR,

which is also the western boundary scarp of the Bauer Deep, hereafter
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referred to as the Bauer Scarp, Sclater etal, (1971) have shown that

when a new spreading system begins in old crust and starts to gener

ate new sea floor, the topographic profile across this new feature

should have gentle slopes rising to the axis on the top and steep sides

which are scarps separating older and younger sea floor. The deep

hole shown on lines Chain-lOO and KK-71-7 in Figure 13 and also

observed on other crossings of this feature may represent this scarp.

Dating this scarp would date the time of inception of the modern EPRO

Herron (l972a) dated the beginning of activity on the modern

EPR at about 9 mya, from an analysis of magnetic anomaly data.

Anderson and Sciater (1972) have suggested an age of about 6.5 my for

the initiation of spreading along the northern EPR from an analysis

of sea floor age-depth relationships, but have only one crossing of the

Bauer Scarp in the region of 9050 to 120s.

Information presented in this study allows a better estimate of

the timing of the ridge jump, Away from the 9°S fracture zone which

intersects the Bauer Deep and Scarp near 1OS, 104°W, the western

extent of abnormal seafloor topography can be correlated between

the Oceo-73-4, KK71-7, and YALOC71-7 tracklines (Figures 11

and 13). This topographic change occurs along a line roughly parallel

to anomaly 3, and may denote the place, and therefore the time,

where the modern EPR had completed the process of jumping, heating

and cracking the lithosphere, and began to function normally.
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A similar topographic change can be seen on the flanks of

other rises that have originated after large jumps in spreading ac

tivity during the last 8 or 10 my, such as the northern EPR near the

Orozoco fracture zone (Sciater, etal. 1971, their Figures 8, 9),

and the part of the EPR bound by the 6, 5°S and 9°S fracture zones

(Part IV, below).

The Bauer Scarp, a deep and scarp of over 1000 m relief found

further east (Figure 13), about 230 km east of anomaly 3', denotes

the position where the modern East Pacific Rise began to function on

the west flank of the Galapagos Rise. Similar scarps have been ob

served at other sites of new spreading center formation (Sciater,

et al, , 1971).

Knowing the distance from anomaly 3' to these two locations on

the rise flank (Figure 11), and the approximate spreading rates for

that region we can compute the time of initiation of the modern EPR

and the time when it began to produce normal abyssal topography.

A major assumption here is the age of anomaly 3', chosenas5,4

my. As the precise spreading rates are uncertain, the following

range is considered: a) spreading at 80 mm/y, time of initiation,

8.3 mya, time when functioning normally, 7.2 mya; b) spreading at

8 mm/y, 8.1 and 7.1 mya; c) spreading at 90 mm/y, 8.0 and 7.0

mya. Thus, the modern EPR began to function as a spreading center

slightly more than 8 million years ago and was functioning as a



normal zone of crustal accretion approximately 7 million years ago.

One consequence of the steady-state elevation model of mid-

ocean rises (Sclater and Francheteau, 1970; Sciater etal. , 1971)

is that portions of the sea floor generated at different spreading rates

should have different slopes. Such a topographic age-depth model has

been used by several workers to demonstrate changes in spreading

rates (cf: Vogt etal. , 1969; van Andel and Heath, 1970). It is

tempting, therefore, to suggest that two regional slope changes shown

in Figure 13, at about 105. 5°W and 109° to 109. 5°W, might be the

result of slower spreading between approximately 8 and 6, 0 mya

when the EPR was starting fresh in cold lithosphere, faster spreading

from about 6.0 to 2.. 0 mya resulting in a more gentle slope, and then

slower spreading from 2 mya until now. Such a sequence would ex-

plain the slope changes and is in accord with the observation that

spreading between 0 and 1.7 mya seems to be slower than the overall

rate back to 5. 4 mya. Assuming no complications from axis jumps.,

etc,, we can roughly calculate the prior faster spreading rate by the

following equation:

(80 km/my)(2. 0 my) + (X km/my)(3. 4 my) = (86 km/my)(5, 4 my).

Here, the older spreading rate, X km/my, turns out to be 89.7

km/my, or about 90 mm/y.



A Fossil Axial Block and Its Implications

The assumption that there are no complications in the spreading

regime between 5.4 mya and the present may not be valid, The rough

topography seen on the Amphitrite and Chainl00 lines between 106°
0and 107 W (Figure 13) markedly resembles that of the axial block

(Figure 4). Specifically, the feature centered at about 106. 5°W on

the Chaind00 trackline looks exactly like the axial block on lines 3 and

4 of the l0.5°S survey area (Figure 4). Both features have cjuasi-

symmetrical shoulders about acentral peak, are about 20 km wide,

and havelocal deeps on either side which are 500 to 600 m deeper

than the central peak. If this is a fossil rise axis, it apparently was

deactivated when the site of crustal accretion jumped westward.

Asymmetrical spreading cannot isolate a portion of the axis as this

process merely migrates the spreading center in one direction. Only

a true jump, large enough to remove the fossil block from the zone of

extrusion and ensuing:destruction by normal faulting can do this.

Should this topographic form be an old axial block, it might have

symmetrical magnetic anomalies about its peak if any reversals oc

curred during its creation. The observed magnetic anomaly profile

across the block (Figure 14) shows a positive anomaly over the eastern

shoulder of the block at 109km, implying negatively polarized crust

(Schouten, 197 1); it appears as if the central portion of the block is
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normally polarized and the shoulders are reversely polarized. Mag

netic symmetry would not be expected to extend beyond the fossilized

axial block since the fault blocks on either side of it are tilted to the

east, probably away from the axis, indicating that they were formed

on the east flank of the axis, Thus, the fault block immediately west

of the fossil axis was probably formed near a spreading axis even

farther to the west.

A magnetic block model was constructed to test for magnetic

symmetry about the fossil axis (Figure 14). Computed anomalies

match the-observed ones fairly well, except for the modeled positive

anomaly at 83 km which has no counterpart in the observed profile

(Figure 14). Considering the low fidelity of the crustal magnetictape

recorder in this region, the fit appears reasonable, Certainly the

magnetic data are not contrary to the concept of this feature repre

senting a small piece of fossilized ridge axis,

The central, normally polarized portion of the old axis is about

24 km wide and the total spreading rate may have been as much as

180 km/my, so a duration of 133,000 years for this normal event is

suggested. By similar reasoning, the reversed event on the shoulders

of the f os sil axis may rep r e s ent a rev e r s ed event of app r oximat ely

44,000 years duration. Distance of the fossil axis from anomaly 3',

about 70 km, and an assumed spreading halfrate of 90 km/my imply

that the age of the fossil axis is 0.78 my younger than anomaly 3',
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or 4. 62 my old of anomaly 3 is 5. 4 my old. The reversals found in

conjunction with this old block are some of those associated with

anomaly 3, which may be comprised of 4 normal events and 3 re

versed events (Talwani etal.., 1971).

The minimum distance for the small axis jump that occurred

about 4. 6 mya would be the half width of the old axis plus the half

width of the new one, a total of at least 20 km. Since there are no

offsets of this magnitude on the present EPR axis, the rise crest to

the south of the location of this jump must have migrated westward

either by asymmetrical spreading faster to the east, or by a series

of small westward axis jumps, none of which were large enough to

isolate aportion of the axial block. This spurt of asymmetrical

spreading may account for the slope changes, discussed above, which

are much more apparent on the southern three traverses than on the

northern two lines that reveal a fossilized axial block (Figure 13),

Further, this line of reasoning suggests that the two axial segments

may have been rejoined and seafloor spreading rates reduced at the

point marked by the slope break at 109° to 109.. 5°W. This slope break

occurs near the Gilsa anomaly on the east flank of the EPR, As the

Gilsa anomaly does not appear to be offset, the episode of northern

axis jump followed by asymmetrical spreading in the south had a

duration of about 2. 6 my between about 4. 6 and 2.. 0 mya. Assuming

a 30 km axis jump, the differential spreading rates for the 2, 6 my
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would have been about 100 km/my in the region south of the axis jump

and 88 km/my in the region affected by the axis jump.

Unfortunately, there are no tracklines across the west flankof
0 0the EPR between the 9 S and 13. 5 S fracture zones, so we can not de-

termine how, if at all, the events recorded by the east flank compare

to those recorded by the west flank of the EPR,

tv, nii ni-c,

There is one other interesting aspect of EPR east-flank morphol-

ogy that should be mentioned. All the apparently extrusive large hills

and seamounts occur within about 150 km of the EPR axis; none were

found on any older crust. The seamount on line KK-71 -7 occurs on

crust containing the Gilsa anomaly (Figure 13) and is located farthest

from the axis, so all the seamounts areless than about 1. 7 my old,

The large seamount in the 10.. survey area (Figure 3) and shown

on the Amphitrite line (Figure 13) is positively polarized and lying

on, at least in part, negatively polarized crust, Thus, it appears to

be less than 0. 69 my old. All the seamounts may be situated upon

pronounced changes in slope and, as such, might have been the result

of larger faults which tapped the relatively shallow EPR magma cham-

ber. This, however, does not explain why the seamounts are re-

stricted to the last 1 to 1. 5 my.
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Data from the 9°S fracture zone, which offsets the EPR axis
0200 km right laterally from 109.8 W south of the fracture zone to

l08°W to the north, may aid in answering this question. The bathy

metric and magnetic character of this fracture zone changes from

simple to complex about 80 km west of the southwest EPR axis and

100 km east of the northeast axis. A slight trend cha.nge may occur

at the same places. A shift in spreading rates and/or directions

occurring about 1,0 to 1.2 mya is indicated by this change in the

nature of the fracture zone, Perhaps this alteration in the spreading

regime reflected in the 9°S fracture zone caused new or different

stresses in the lithosphere near the EPR axis, resulting in more or

deeper faulting and ensuing extrusion. The absence of seamounts on

the west flank of the rise between 9 5° and 12°S may imply that only

crust adjacent to the active, reorienting portion of the fracture zone

was subject to the new stresses. This would imply that most sea

mounts north of the fracture zone should lie to the west of the axis

which is what is observed in the somewhat limited data available for

that region.

P. Geologic History of the EPR, 90 to 12°S

Geologic Histo1

The geologic history of the East Pacific Rise between the 9°S
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fracture zone and about 12°S apparently is more complex than the

fairly smooth, simple morphology would indicate. In late Miocene

time the locus of sea-floor spreading activity in the southeastern

Pacific shifted westward from the now fossilized Galapagos Rise

(Figure 1) to a position about 900 km down its flank (Herron, 1972a).

The new spreading center must have begun by heating, expanding,

and finally cracking the initially cold lithosphere. With the comple-

tion of the initial heating and expansion, the new axis of activity began

to generate oceanic crust slightly over 8 million years ago. By 7 mya,

spreading was occurring at an east-flank half-rate of approximately

85 mm/y. At 5. 4 mya the axis had developed what may be a small,

10 km offset at about 12. 3°S, This offset may have been original or

have resulted from an axis jump prior to 5. 4 mya. A westward axis

jump of at least 20 km probably occurred about 4. 6 mya in the north-

em portion of the area. Between 4. 6 and about 2 mya, spreading

from the northern axial segment, offset to the west, may have re-

mained the same, about 88 mm/y, but the southern axial segment

may have increased its east-flank rate to 100 mm/y in order to catch

up with the northern segment. About 2 mya spreading rates decreased

to 80 mm/y or less. The two axial segments were rejoined and

produced a Gilsa anomaly that shows no offset. The small offset of

anomaly 3' also was no longer in existence by Gilsa time, 1. 7 mya.
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Some time between l.7 and 1.0 mya, the northern third of the

EPR axis jumped westward again, this time for a distance of less

than 10 km. Also the southern part of the EPR axis within the survey

area changed trend, About a million years ago, a change in the

spreading regime caused the 9°S fracture zone to become much more

complex. Since the Brunhes/Matuyama reversal at 0. 69 mya, the
0southern portion of the axis, south of 11.5 5, jumped westward a

distance of 7 or 8 km. Sometime during the last 1 my, and perhaps

limited to the Brunhes normal epoch, the several seamounts were

extruded,

The most interesting aspect of this spreading history is the

occurrence of abrupt changes in the position of the spreading center,

Two of these jumps have occurred in the last 1,7 my, are well docu-

mented, of small magnitude and left no trace in the bathymetry. A

third jump, of larger magnitude, is indicated by the presence of what

probably is a fossilized axial block. The fourth axial jump, again a

small one, was recorded by the small offset in anomaly 3, These

small axial jumps appear to be a common occurrence on this portion

of the EPR, and others may have occurred that are not recorded in

either bathymetry or the rather poorly defined magnetic anomalies

occurring on this portion of the EPR.



E. A Model for the Formation of the
pg raphf the EPR

Some Other Studies

Until 1973, most models that attempted to explain the formation

of ridge crest topography concentrated on problems particular to the

MidAtlantic Ridge, specifically the creation of the large central rift

valley and the high, rough valley walls. Sleep (1969) explained these

features by suggesting that, as the rising magma cooled and adhered

to the conduit walls, the magma suffered a loss of hydraulic head and

that its buoyancy was transferred outward to the wall rock of the con-

duit. Conseciuently, the central portion of the spreading axis was

held down and the flanking regions were uplifted, explaining both the

generaltopography and the negative gravity anomalies that are some-

times observed. Osmaston (1971) expanded this idea to account for

the blockfau1ted topography found on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. He

noted, as had many others, that the tops of the blocks tip away from

the axis and proposed a system of highangle reverse faults, caused

by the excess buoyancy under the valley walls to account for the ob-

served topography. Osmaston also suggested that the EPR was

spreading so rapidly that the conduit walls would be young and hot.

As a result there would be very little cooling of the ascending

material and the basaltic magma would be able to rise to its point of

isostatic equilibrium (Osmaston, 1971, p. 391),



Deffeyes (1970) explained axial valleys by considering the

rates of basalt delivery to the axial region and of extension across

the region. He proposed that axial valleys occur where the width

of the zone of basalt supply exceeds that of the zone of extension, thus

creating the valley walls by the addition of material a few kilometers

away from the spreading axis. Conversely, when the zone of ex-

tension is wider than the zone of basalt supply, a peak should occur

at the axis. Anderson and Noltimier (1973) take a similar approach

and propose that when material is intruded over a zone narrower

than the distance required to accelerate the new material from hori-

zontal standstill to the spreading velocity, an axial block results.

Lachenbru.ch (1973) was the first to discuss the formation of an axial

peak on a fast-spreading rise in a more than superficial manner.

His model provides for a gradation from axial valley to axial peak

with increasing spreading rate. Neither Lachenbruch nor Anderson

and Noltimier discuss the origin of the abyssal topography adjacent

to the axial peak.

The Axial Block

0 0Between the 9 S fracture zone and 12 S, the axial block of the

East Pacific Rise stands 300 to 350 m above the general level of the

surrounding topography and averages 15 to 20 km wide at its base.
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Shoulders, or subordinate peaks flanking the central peak, commonly

occur on the sides of the block (Figure 4). Following the suggestion

of Osmaston (1971), it is assumed that the molten material in the

conduit beneath the EPR rises to its point of isostatic equilibrium.

When the rising lava reaches the ocean floor it is extruded as a pile

of pillow lavas forming the axial block. Gravity data taken across

the EPR show that the upper flanks of the rise are in almost perfect

isostatic adjustment, and that there is a slight mass excess asso

ciated with the precise axial region (Rose and Couch, 1973). Thus,

the 300 m elevation of the axial block may be above the point of

isostatic equilibrium as defined by the top of the EPR flank slopes at

3000 m. Therefore, it seems reasonable that the axial block is

supported by buoyant forces within the rising magma column and, as

material in the block is moved off the top of the rising column by sea-

floor spreading it is downfaulted to the point of isostatic equilibrium

at the top of the regional bathymetric slope. The morphology of the

axial block reflects these two processes, constructional volcanism

at the center and destructional faulting on its flanks.

Lines l.6 of the 10. 5°S survey area (Figure 4) illustrate the

development of faults onthe axial block. The northern two lines, 1

and 2, show smooth slopes with small shoulders low on the flanks of

the block. Lines 3-5 show increasing development of the shoulders

and presumably of the faults that break them off from the central peak.



At line 6 the shoulders have started to subside and have been lowered

about 100 m toward the top of the regional slope. The shoulders are

about 5 km wide, the same wavelength as most of the abyssal topog

raphy. Assuming extrusion occurs only along the central axis of the

block, the minimum width of the central peak of the block should

represent the maximum width of the accretion zone in the upper crust,

or about 4 or 5 km. Similarly, the width of the entire axial block

may be an indication of the maximum width of the magma column

supporting the block, or about 15 km.

If the axial block is in some sort of equilibrium with the rate of

basalt extrusion and with the process of faulting that spalls the sides

of the block which would depend on the spreading rate then changes

in either of these rates will affect the size of the block. Lacheribruch

(1973), with a series of equations, related the height of axial blocks

or depth of axial valleys to spreading rates and calculated these

heights assuming that axial peaks form at spreading rates greater

than, and axial valleys at rates less than either 30 or 40 mm/y,

Recalculation of these values assuming a null point at 35 mm/y

results in a block height of 317 m for a spreading rate of 80 mm/y,

almost exactly what is observed (Figure 6). Calculation of the con-

duit width using the above assumptions results in a value of over 30

km, about twice the value deduced from the width of the axial block.
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Abyssal Topography

The topography of the East Pacific Rise consists of shortwave

length, 3-5 km wide features sometimes superimposed on broader

features 20 to 30 km wide. The larger blocks generally have steeper

slopes facing the axis. Deep.tow surveys of other Pacific spreading

centers reveal that the 5 km wavelength blocks are fault bound and

have steep slopes facing the axis and gentle tilts away from the axis,

and that smaller faulted topographic features, about 0.5 km wide,

with the same relative orientation also exist. Evidence that the steep

slopes are fault scarps is fairly strong (Atwater and Mudie, 1973;

Larson, 1971; Klitgord and Mudie, 1974), but there are few exp1ana

tions why the faults dip toward the axis and the blocks tilt away from

it. Klitgord and Mudie (1974) suggest that inward facing slopes of a

small, 2 km wide, axial graben on the Galapagos Rift Zone may be

moved outward by the spreading process, then a new graben form,

and repeat, and therefore the fault attitudes would always reflect the

inward slopes of the small central graben.

All medium to fast spreading ridges display the predominant 5

kmtopographic wavelength and most faults on these ridges dip toward

the axis. This situation is found on the Gorda Rise (Atwater and

Mudie,, 1973), the northern EPR (Larson, 1971), the Galapagos Rift

Zone (Klitgord and Mudie, 1974), the Red Sea Rift (Ross and Schlee,
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1973), the MidAtlantic Ridge away from the axial valley (van Andel

and Heath, 1970), and the central EPR (this work). Although deep"

tow surveys are not available for all areas, the 5 km wavelength of

topography and faults dipping steeply toward the axis, 500 to 600

from deeptow work, are so common that their origin probably is not

related to precise axial topography.

For an explanation of these features, consider the orientation

of stresses at a spreading rise crest, The minimum stress axis is

horizontal and perpendicular to the rise crest. The maximum stress

is lithostatic, vertical, and probably somewhat greater on the flanks

than over the magma column which is hot and thus less dense, This

results in a relative upward stress under the ace reting plate edges.

The intermediate stress axis is horizontal and parallel to the rise

axis. Figure 15a illustrates this stress pattern. Trajectories of

maximum stress will be nearly vertical near the surface but bent

toward the point of relative upward force at depth. Stressed materials

tend to break at an angle of 300 to the axis of maximum stress and

parallel to the intermediate stress axis (Billings, 1954). Figure 15b

illustrates the faults that would result from the proposed stress field.

Faults would be inclined about 600 at the surface but decrease in dip

with depth. Thus, any movement along them would rotate the tops

of the fault blocks outward, away from the axis, This stress distri

bution with lateral tension and a relatively upward force in the middle
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of a horizontal slab was first analyzed by Hafner (1951) who calcu

lated the stress trajectories and resulting faulting expected. His

studies seem directly applicable to oceanic rises and I have modified

them only slightly.

This simple model explains the dips of the faults toward the

axis and the outward tilting of the block tops. Theoretica1ly faults

could dip 300 outward from the maximum stress trajectories. About

10% of the observed scarps do dip in this manner but the preferred

dip is toward the axis, probably because the crust is weaker in this

direction.

Much of the normal faulting occurs while the crust is still part

of the axial block, although the existence of larger blocks, 2O.3O km

wide, suggests that faulting is not confined to the exact axial zone.

A few scattered epicenters, not on fracture zones or rise crests sug

gest that faulting can occur for some distance off the axis, as do

direct observations on sedimentcovered ridges (van Andel and Heath,

1970).

Axis Jumps and Other Ramifications

This model of central extrusion and rotational faulting may also

provide a mechanism for both the small (5l0 km) and large (<20 km)

shifts in axial position that have been documented above, Offsets of

the spreading center probably occur when one of the faults on or near



the axial block tap the shallow magma chamber and become the pre-

f erred axis for extrusion. The faults separating the shoulders of the

axial block from the central peak are very close to the center of

extrusion and might readily tap into the conduit. Thus, the center of

extrusion would move laterally a few kilometers, but not far enough

to remove the opposite shoulder and central peak of the block out of

the zone of active faulting on the sides of the block. These features

would then be divided into separate blocks and downfaulted to the top

of the regional slope as they moved off their perch atop the rising

magma column, leaving no topographic trace of the small axis jumps.

The fact that these jumps are common suggests that the resistance

along the very short transform faults created must be negligible, an

observation in accordance with the lack of epicenters from present

small axial offsets and with theoretical models (Lachenbruch and

Thompson, 197Z; Lachenbruch, 1973; Froidvaux, 1973).

If a larger fault at a greater distance from the axis, say several

tens of kilometers, managed to tap the magma chamber and became

a conduit for extrusion, three things might happen: extrusion along

a portion of the fault, resulting in a seamount; sub-equal extrusion

along both new and old centers, resulting in twinned spreading cen-

ters (inferred by Herron, 197Zb, on the EPR); or extinction of the

old center and creation of a new one, In the third case, the recently

extinct spreading center may be sufficiently far away from the zone



of active faulting to be able to retain its initial morphology as it

subsides as a unit to its position of isostatic equilibrium. This ex-

planation fits with the observation of the fossil axial block seen near

106. 5°W, 10. 3°S, on the Chain..l00 trackline (Figure 14).

The flanks of the axial block are lowered to the top of the

regional slope in a distance of less than 10 km (Figures 4 and 6)

implying that, at the existing spreading rates of about 80 km/my, it

takes 100, 000 years for the process beginning with extrusion and

ending with down-faulting to be completed.

The documentation of one large and three small axis jumps,

combined with the construction of a probable mechanism for their

occurrence is an important result of this study. Three of the four

axial jumps were to the west; the sense of the oldest jump depicted

by the possible offset in anomaly 3' is not known. If axial jumps

along any given portion of a rise crest, probably bounded laterally

by fracture zones, are predominantly unidirectional, the result could

not easily be differentiated from true asymmetric spreading. Axis

jumps are probably more likely on faster-spreading rises where the

brittle crust is thinner (Bass, 1971), the magma chamber is shallower,

and thus faults are more likely to tap the magma chamber. A total

of seven such axis jumps is documented in this study for the EPR

between 5° and 12°S, indicating that they are a relatively common

occurrence. I would suggest, therefore, that many of the apparently

asymmetrical accretion rates observed on fast-spreading rises
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(cf: Herron, 1971) are the result of a unidirectional series of jumps

of a symmetrically spreading rise axis. High quality magnetic

anomaly data from both flanks of a rise would be necessary to re

solve which of these two processes - discrete jumps or true asym-

metrical accretion - is responsible for any observed asymmetries.



PART III. THE 6 °S SURVEY AREA

A. General ymetry

Location and Data

The survey of the East Pacific Rise crest at about 6°S covers

an area of approximately 45,000 square kilometers and extends from

5° to 7°S and 105°40' to 108°40'W. The data from which the bathy

metric map of the region (Figure 16) was constructed include a com

bined survey by the R/V Yaquina of Oregon State University and the

R/V Kana Keoki of the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics completed in

late March and early April of 1972, an extension of this survey by the

NOAA Ship Oceanographer in May of 1973, and three tracklines that

were already in existence when the Nazca Plate Project began Scan

10 of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Vema-Z1 of Lamont

Doherty Geological Observatory, and Atlantis-Il, 54 of Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution.

EPR Axis and Associated Features

The EPR axis is represented in the northern half of the survey

area by a block about 300 mhigh andlS-20 km wide at its base, taken

at 3000 m depth (Figures 16 and 17). The trend of the axis is 014°

in the central portion of the survey area, changing to 0210 in the



Figure 16. Bathymetric map of the 6°S survey area, with epicenter
locations. Depths are in corrected meters; contour
interval is 100 m. Dots denote epicenters. Areas less
than 3000 m deep are shaded,
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northern part. The axial block is similar to that seen in the 10. 5°S

survey area. It rises to a central peak which often has shoulders on

its flanks. At 107°W, about 20 km west of the axial peak, and parallel

to it occurs a scarp across which the ocean floor is stepped down to the

west 100-200 m (Figure 17). A hill 100-200 mhigh occurs along the

top of the scarp. South of 6°S, the axial block is reduced in height

and merges with other hills into a topographic block 70 to 75 km wide

and elevated 200 m above the surrounding area. This wider block is

bounded by the scarp defined above on the west and by a similar,

although less extensive feature on the east (Figure 17, lines 6 and 7).

The highest of the several small peaks on this 75 km wide block is on

trend with the EPR axis to the north. The southern edge of this fea-

ture lies at (or in) a small fracture zone that, at about 6. 5°S, offsets

the axis right laterally over a distance of 55 km to about 107. 5°W.

South of the 6. 5°S fracture zone the EPR axis is represented by the

usual axial block which is about 300 m high, 10-45 km wide, and
0trends 015

In comparison with its development near 10. 5°S, a fairly typi-

cal region, the EPR axial region at 6. 5°S is somewhat abnormal in its

topographic expression and immediately surrounding topography. The

step that trends parallel to the axis near 107°W has the effect of

placing the axial block on a pedestal, an effect enhanced on lines 6

and 7 (Figure 17) by a similar step on the east side of this 75 km wide
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pedestal. The northern termination of the scarp along 107°W coin-

cides with the position where the axis changes trend from 014° to the

south to 0210 to the north (Figure 16). The most typical development

of axial-region topography is shown in the northernmost and southern-

most profiles of Figure 17, away from the influence of the scarp west

of the axis and the 6, 5°S fracture zone which crosses the southern

portion of the survey area.

Abyssal Topography

Abyssal hills in the 6°S survey area are similar in form to those

found elsewhere on the EPR. They have a relief of 100-150 m and a

wavelength of 3-5 km. Sometimes they are grouped in larger blocks

15-25 km wide The trend of the hills, except where influenced by

the 6. 5°S fracture zone, is generally sub-parallel to the axis of the

rise. Two large hills or small seamounts lie in the eastern half of

the area, The western one is slightly over 1000 m high and is elon-

gated along a northerly
trend2 and the eastern one is about 800 m high

and elongated in a southeasterly direction (Figure 16). An extrusive

origin for these features is implied by their oval shapes and general

morphology, Two smaller hills in the extreme southeastern portion of

the survey area also may be extrusive; their position may be con-

trolled by the eastward extension of the 6. 5°S fracture zone.

One of the more unusual features found in the 6°S survey area

is a deep depression located near 6. 6°S, 106. 3°W (Figure 16). This
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hole is 4-9 km wide, about 30 km long extending northeasterly, and is

about 800 m deep with a maximum depth of almost 3900 m (Figure

17, lines 9 and 10). Although not common, these features do occur

occasionally on the EPR. Another hole of similar dimensions is found

on line 1 northeast of the main body of the survey area (Figure 17).

These scattered deeps may be grabens resulting from normal faulting

at some distance from the ridge axis.

Topography associated with the 6. 5°S fracture zone will be dis-

cussed in Part III, C, below.

The Western Fault Blocks

Two large topographic blocks lie in the western portion of the

survey area (Figure 16). They range from 6 to 10 km wide, have

about 1000 m of relief, and trend slightly east of north along about

108. Z°W, Deeps paralleling the blocks on the east are 200 to 300 m

below the regional depth level of about 3400 m. Both blocks have

their steeper slopes facing east and their gentler slopes to the west

(Figure 17, lines 4, 7, and 11), The morphology of these features

suggests that they are large fault blocks, tilted away from the axis

in the same manner as many of the smaller bathymetric features.

A similar block occurs at 107, 4 W along the northern edge of

the survey area. This block is about 10 km wide, 600 m high and has

a steeper eastern slope and a more gentle western slope (Figure 17,
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line 1). A bathymetric low about 200 m deep lies just eastward of

0 0this hill. An easterlytrending feature at 5,4 S, 108,5W (Figure 16),

may also be a fault block. However, this westernmost block is not

subparallel to the regional structural trend as defined by the rise

axis and the abyssal topography.

The interpretation of these features as fault blocks is based, for

the most part, upon their morphology. Extrusive features would be

expected to have rather symmetrical slopes and not to have pronounced

deeps along only one side, The shape of most of the blocks with

steeper slopes toward the axis and more gentle slopes facing away

from it is similar to that of probable faultbound features elsewhere

on the EPR (Part II, A, above); only the height of these features is

unusual. Indeed, these are the largest faultbound blocks not asso=

ciated with major tectonic features such as fracture zones or the

Bauer Scarp, and as such are unique in the central and northern EPR.

Reconnaissance tracklines not shown on the 6°S survey area

map (Figure 2) indicate that these large fault blocks extend from the

large fracture zone intersecting the EPR axis at 4. 5°S on the north,

to the westward extension of the 6. 5°S fracture zone on the south,

The 4. 5°S fracture zone is the largest feature of its kind on the north

western boundary of the Nazca Plate and any change in spreading direc

tion reflected by it might have produced stresses on the relatively

narrow piece of crust between 4,50 and 6. 5°S in addition to those
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suggest the possibility of a change in spreading rates and/or direction

about 1 to 2 mya. If the 4. 5°S fracture zone also responded to this

change, it could have imparted new stresses to the adjacent crust

and caused the formation of these large fault blocks that parallel the

preexisting fault patterns.

Two earthquake epicenters located fairly near these fault blocks

(Figure 16) indicate that faulting associated with these features may
0 0still be in progress. One earthquake, located at 6. 0 S, 108. 0 W

(11/22/51),. predates the installation of seismographs in Antarctica

during the LGY, and thus may be accurate to only the nearest de

g ree (± 110 km).. The othe r earthquake at 5. 8 °S, 108. 1 °W (5/10/63),

occurred after the WWSSN was established and may be accurately

located to within 15 km.

B. Magnetic Anomalies

Diurnal Variation - the Electrojet Problem

The 6°S survey area lies directly on the magnetic equator where

the diurnal variation of the earths magnetic field is of large amplitude

and irregular form. These variations strongly affect our data and,

since no discussion of their cause and effect occurs in the marine

geophysical literature, the following summary is given.
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The diurnal variation of the earthts magnetic field is the sum

of the solar and lunar daily variations and any magnetic disturbances

(storms) that may occur. Most marine magnetic surveys are cor

rected for any magnetic disturbances, usually by discarding any data

taken during the times of these events. The remaining magnetic var

iations are generally of low amplitude and are usually ignored when

working with marine magnetic data, The diurnal variation along the

magnetic equator averages 100 to 200 V and occasionally is as much

as 300 V (Chapman and Bartels, 1940). This large diurnal variation

is known as the electrojet effect (Chapman, 1951), This effect is the

result of an electric current system in the ionosphere that flows east

ward in a zone of high conductivity along the magnetic equator

(Chapman, 1951; Baker and Martyn, 1952; Singer etal,, 1952), This

current system follos the sun and is always most intense at local noon

(see Garland, 1971, his fig. 19, 3, for daily variations in this current

system). Effects of the electrojet are limited to within 2° or 30
of

the magnetic equator (Forbush and Casaverde, 1961).

This current at 100 km altitude (Singer etal. , 1952) sets up a

horizontal, northerly directed magnetic field on the surface of the

earth. This effect adds to the normal earthy s field at the magnetic

equator which is also horizontal and northerly directed. Since the

electrojet has its maximum intensity at local noon, so does the
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resultant magnetic field the solar diurnal variation.

A related effect occurring along the earths magnetic equator,

the lunar diurnal
variation9 is much smaller than the solar, varying

from 10 to 30 V in the horizontal direction, although it is caused by

a similar process (Forbush and Casaverde, 1961).

Our data was checked for possible solar magnetic disturbances

with the appropriate geomagnetic data in the literature (Lincoln,

1973a, 1973b, l973c) and no disturbed days occurred during the times

when the 6°S area was being surveyed. It was not possible to correct

for the extreme diurnal variations encountered, An attempt was

made to correlate magnetic features in our marine profiles with

specific features on the magnetic records from the }-luancayo, Peru,

observatory (Figure 18) but such correlations were not found. This

is not particularly surprising as the Huancayo observatory, located
0 0at 12. 1 S, 75. 3 W, is roughly 3500 km from the survey area, but it

means that the large diurnal variation cannot be removed from the

data, This suggests that marine magnetic work on the magnetic

equator should be done with an anchored magnetometer buoy in the

work area in order to get some idea of the local diurnal variations.

Amplitudes of the sea-floor spreading magnetic anomalies at

6°S range from 100 to 200 V, the same as the diurnal variation.

Figure 18 illustrates the variation in the horizontal magnetic field at
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Huancayo for the days that the Xna and the Kana Keoki were in

the 6°S survey area. This figure is intended to illustrate the sort of

variations that might occur, as we have no knowledge of what did

occur. In attempting to construct a magnetic-anomaly map of the

entire 6°S survey area, all data obtained two or three hours on either

side of local noon were discarded. Even so, the data agreement at

line crossings remained very poor, discrepancies on the order of

100 Ywere common, and some were as much as 200 Y. Adjacent

tracklines often disagreed by 50 to 100 V. This disagreement evi-

dently is caused by variations in the magnetic field during the non-

electrojet times. Comparisons of observatory data taken on succes-

sive days (Figure 18) shows that the 0000 to 1200 values can differ

by up to 100 V. As a result the contour lines on the magnetic-anomaly

map, with one specific exception mentioned below, tended to parallel

the tracklines or form very irregular shapes and no meaningful

magnetic-anomaly map of the entire 6°S survey area can be con-

structed. The one exception is formed by the magnetic anomalies

associated with the 6. 5°S fracture zone. These anomalies are 800-

1000 V in amplitude and are not seriously affected by the relatively

smaller magnetic variations.

Figure 19, the magnetic-anomaly map limited to the region of

the fracture zone, shows the large anomaly trending 1080 and as so-

ciated with the fracture zone, and two subround anomalies associated
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with small seamounts, It is unlikely that any of the remaining mag-.

netic features mapped are meaningful.

Sea-floor preading Magnetic Anomalies

Even though a coherent map of the magnetic anomalies in the

6°S survey area cannot be constructed, some of the individual pro-.

files do contain usable magnetic information, after the data taken

during the time of the electrojet effect have been discarded, The

measured total field may vary from line to line, but the relative

amplitude of anomalies on any one line seem to be reliable,

The effect of large magnetic variations, low amplitude sea-

floor spreading anomalies, and fairly large anomalies produced by to-.

pographic irregularities reduces the number of magnetic anomaly

identifications that can be made with any confidence, From all the

available magnetic data, only fourteen anomaly identifications could be

made with any certainty (Figure 20). Of the fourteen identifications,

seven were of the Gilsa anomaly (nomenclature of Cox, 1969), anom-

aly 2 of the Heirtzler et al. (1968), numbering scheme, These seven

were enough enough to establish a trend for the Gilsa anomaly on each

flank of the rise crest, a trend of about 0420, 200 east of the regional

axis trend of 0220 that exists between the 4. 5°S fracture zone and the

northern part of the 6°S survey area (Figure 21),
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The Jaramillo and Brunhes/Matuyama anomalies can be iden-

tified once each on the west flank of the EPR and twice each on the

east flank. Unfortunately, the anomalies identified on the east flank

are from two tracklines very close together, so a reliable trend

could not be established. The EPR axis is not centered between these

anomalies but lies 8 to 10 km west of what would be a central posi-

tion (Figures 20 and 21). This implies either asymmetric spreading

since Jaramillo time or a 10 km westward jump of the axis some

time in the last 0. 69 my. Such small axis jumps have been docu-

mented for the EPR between 90 and 12°S, and the existence of such a

jump at 6°S would not be particularly surprising.

What is surprising is the large change in trend of the EPR axis

that must have occurred since the end of Gilsa time, 1.61 mya (Cox

1969). The older axial trend of 042° reflected by the Gilsa anomaly

(Figure 21) is not reflected in the topography although in most places

the line spacing is close enough to define such a trend. Only in the

southeastern portion of the survey area (Figure 16) does such a

bathymetric trend occur, but these trends may be associated with the

eastern extension of the 6, 5°S fracture zone,

Sea-floor spreading rates for the EPR at 6°S can be determined

by measuring the total distance between the anomalies and dividing

by the appropriate age span (Table 2).



Table 2. Sea-floor spreading half-rates, EPR, 6°S, Anomaly ages
from Cox (1969).

Axis trend and Average rate,
Anomaly Separation, E-W data basis 0 my to anom.

Gilsa 241,8 km 042°, Magnetic 71.1 mm/y
an oma lie s

257, 0 km 022°, bathymetry 75,6 mm/y

Jaramillo 141.8 km 022°, bathymetry 77. 1 mm/y

Brunhes/Matuy 105,6 km 022°, bathymetry 76,5 mm/y

If the Gilsa anomaly were generated orthogonally to an 042°-

trending axis then the observation that the overall rate back to the

time of the Gilsa anomaly is less than to the more recent anomalies

suggests that the spreading rate between the times of Gilsa and

Jaramillo anomalies must have been rather slow, about 64 mm/y,

Approximate spreading rate between the Matuyama/Gauss reversal

anomaly and the Gilsa anomaly (Figure 20, line Oceo-73-4) is about 75

mm/y, essentially the same as the present-day rates as determined

by the Jaramillo and Brunhes/Matuyama anomalies (Table 2). 11 the

above assumption is correct and the average spreading rate between

the times of the Gilsa and Jaramillo anomalies was 11 or 12 mm/y

less than both the older and younger rates, then in the 0. 65 my time

span represented, rates must have slowed to 53 mm/y and then re-

turned to the normal 76 mm/y, a rather unlikely event.



A 20 difference in trend between the Gilsa anomaly and the

present EPR axis also implies that there has been a significant west

ward shift in the Pacific-Nazca pole of rotation some time in the last

1.6 my, although there is no record of such a shift in the young mag-

netic anomalies along the western edge of the Nazca Plate.

This problem can be resolved by remembering that seafloor

spreading need not be in a direction perpendicular to the rise axis.

The geometry of plate motions requires that fracture zones lie on

small circles about poles of rotation, but not that ridge crests be

perpendicular to fracture zones, although this is usually the case

(Morgan, 1968). However, ridge crests oblique to fracture zones

occasionally occur. One instance is the Juan de Fuca Ridge in the

northeastern Pacific where the central anomaly of the ridge diverges

about 200 from the perpendicular to the Blanco fracture zone (Vine,

1968, his fig. 4). In the south Atlantic, the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is

oblique to the Ascension fracture zone just south of it (van Andel

etal,, 1973). A well documented case comes from the well sur-

veyed portion of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 37°N, where a small

fracture zone trends 70° from the axis (Detrick etal. , 1973).

An episode of sea-floor spreading oblique to the EPR axis would

resolve the problem described above. The rate of spreading de-

termined the eastern and western Gilsa anomalies in a direction per-

pendicular to the present axis,rather than orthogonal to the observed



Gilsa trend of 042° is 75. 6 mm/y, a figure essentially in agreement

with calculated rates for younger anomalies (Table 2). There is thus

no need to assume a significant shift in the Pacific-Nazca pole of

rotation in the last 1,6 my.

0C, The 6.5 S Fracture Zone

Bypetric Expression

The 6, 5°S fracture zone offsets the axis of the East Pacific

Rise right laterally over a distance of about 55 km. The fracture

zone is not well expressed bathymetrically. Unlike most other frac-

ture zones, there is no continuous ridge or trough along it, nor any

well developed system of discontinuous ridges and troughs. Topo-

graphic deeps related to the fracture zone occur north and southeast

of the northern end of the southwestern ridge axis, and southeast of

the southern end of the northeastern ridge axis (Figure 16; Figure 22,

lines 6, 7 8). Two large hills have been extruded into the fracture

zone, a smaller one at the north end of the southwestern ridge axis,

and a larger one with three peaks on the southwest corner of the axis

pedestal (Figure 16). These peaks and deeps, together with the

south facing slope of the axis pedestal, best defined by the 3000 m

contour line, form the only fairly definitive bathymetric expression

of the 6. 5°S fracture zone. In the southeastern portion of the survey
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area, the abyssal topography changes its trend along the probable

southeastern extension of the fracture zone, but still retains the es-

sential character of abyssal hills. Two small peaks and some south-

east-trending deeps at the extreme southeastern edge of the survey

area may be part of the fracture zone (Figure 16; Figure 22, lines

1, 2).

To the west of the southwestern portion of the EPR axis there is

almost no bathymetric expression of the fracture zone, perhaps only

a slight southerly rise in the sea floor along about 6°S between 107. 5°

and 108°W (Figure 16).

The axial offset of 55 km is not large for fracture zones, but

even so the bathymetric features associated with the 6. 5°S fracture

zone are not at all typical of other fracture zones. Identification of

magnetic anomalies south of the fracture zone (Part IV, below) sug-

gests that the EPR has been offset at this location for some time, at

least 1.7 my. The more prominent bathymetric expression of this

feature extends only 16 km west of the southwest ridge axis and 23 km

east of the northeastern portion of the EPR axis. At the present

spreading rates of about 77 km/my, this implies that some change in

fracture zone formation may have occurred 0. 26 mya that resulted in

more obvious fracture zone topography.
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gnetic Expression

The active portion of the 6. 5°S fracture zone is characterized

by a high-amplitude magnetic anomaly that trends 108° (Figure 19).

This anomaly is negative to the south and is up to 1100 V i.n amplitude

(Figure 22 line 10). The high amplitude of this anomaly is the ex-

pected result of an easterly-trending magnetic source body situated

near the equator (Schouten, 1971;Rea, 1972).

Approximately 55 km west of the southwestern rise axis, the

fracture zone anomaly dies out between lines 10 and 11 (Figure 22).

Although line 11 of Figure 6 was measured during the time of the

electrojet effect, it is obvious that the 1000-V fracture-zone anomaly

is not present there. To the east, the large fracture zone anomaly

looses its continuity at about 106. 8°S, a distance of only 10 km east

of the northeastern ridge axis. A small, 250 V , positive magnetic

anomaly observed on fracture zone crossings 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 22)

may be correlative along the fracture zone.

Magnetic anomalies associated with the 6. 5°S fracture zone are,

like the bathymetric expression, much more pronounced in the active

portion of the fracture zone and extend only a short distance beyond

the offset ends of the axis. Thus, the fracture zone magnetics also

suggest that some change in the process of formation of the fracture

zone occurred a few hundred thousand years ago.
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Seismic Expression

Earthquake locations in the vicinity of the 6. 5°S fracture zone

do not coincide with the bathymetric and magnetic signatures of the

fracture zone, but lie northward a distance of about 40 km (Figure 16).

Although the epicentral determinations may be biased by irregular-

ities in seismic travel times, such errors should be much less than

40 km. Also, the epicenters associated with fracture zones at 4,50

and 9°S are located within the active portion of the transform fault.

Thus, the earthquakes are probably correctly located and represent

seismic activity away from the fracture zone as defined on the basis

of the axial offset.

Taken individually, eight of the nine epicenters grouped along
0 0 06 S between 106.5 and 107. 5 W (Figure 16) may represent non-

transform-fault events. The westernmost epicenter at 6, 0°S, 107. 50

W, is poorly located, being accurate to only 50 or 60 km, and could

represent faulting east of its mapped location near the active portion

of the fracture zone. Three epicenters grouped near 60S, 107°W, all

lie within 5 km of the fault scarp that lies west of and parallels the

EPR axial block. These epicenters could represent normal faulting

on this scarp. Four more epicenters aligned approximately along the

EPR axial block itself could represent the usual normal faulting that

occurs on the flanks of the axial block. The easternmost epicenter,
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at about 6. 0°S, 106. 50W, is situated away from any probable loca-

tion of a new transform fault and probably lies on a fault defined by

the north-northeast trending bathymetric low that forms the eastern

boundary of the broad axial pedestaL

If all of these explanations are correct, and certainly some of

them are, then the eight epicenters that lie north of the fracture zone

are associated with the unusually broad development of the EPR

axial block and the apparent pedestal that it sits on. The 6, 5°S

fracture zone must be well lubricated and does not generate any

recordable earthquakes. All the earthquakes and the unusual axial

bathymetry occur near the part of the EPR axis that trends 0 14°.

Between the northern part of the 6°S survey area and the 4. 5°S frac-

ture zone, the EPR axial block trends 022° (Figure 21), has no

pedestal, and has no earthquakes.

All this suggests that the axial trend of 0220 is a more stable

configuration than that of 014° and that the 014°-trending part of the

axis is in the process of reorienting to the preferred trend. The 10

km westward jump of the EPR axis since the time of the Brunhes/

Matuyama magnetic reversal (0. 69 mya) may have been part of this

reorientation process. One other instance of axial reorientation near

a fracture zone has been documented along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

south of the Ascension fracture zone (van Andel etal, , 1973), In

both cases there is an axial trend change of 8 to 10 degrees involved,



the stable trend is the one further from the fracture zone, and epiC-

centers are limited to that portion of the axis that is changing trend.

Bathymetric and magnetic data combined with spreading rate

information suggest that a change in the formation of the 6. 5°S frac-

ture zone has occurred within the last 0. 3 my or so. The present

ridge reorientation may be in response to the fracture zone change,

and thus to a recent shift in the rotational pole as is postulated for

the Ascension fracture zone (van Andel et al. , 1973). The appar-

ently preferred ridge trend (022°) is not perpendicular to the well-

defined magnetic trend (1080) of the fracture zone nor to the direction

of motion along the 4. 5°S fracture zone as determined by focal

mechanism solutions (approximately 1050; Anderson and Sclater,

1972). This may indicate that slightly oblique spreading is the pre-

ferred mode of opening along this portion of the EPR,

The alternate hypothesis, that the nine epicenters clustered

along 6°S represent the initiation of a new fracture zone, is less

likely. No bathymetric offset of the rise axis occurs along 6°S, and

one of even a few km would have been revealed by the relatively de-

tailed data set obtained in this area. If a new fracture zone is

forming, it must have begun less than 40,000 or 50, 000 years ago

or its offset would be apparent in the bathymetric data.
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ID. Geologic lnterpetations and History

The Fault Scapgl07°W

The small scarp that is parallel to the axial block and about 20

km west of it could represent a crustal age discontinuity created by a

westward jump of the spreading center. Basement drop across this

feature is 100-150 m (Figures 16 and 17). If the empirical age-depth

relationship of t Depth (meters) = 118.8 x Age (my) determined for

the EPR west flank at 10. 5°S is applied to this step, it would imply an

age discontinuity of about 1 my. This, in turn, would suggest that the

anomalies identified as the Gilsa and Jaramillo on line 7 of Figure 20

should be more properly identified as the Matuyama/Gauss and Gilsa

anomalies, respectively. The spreading rate in this interval would

then be about 81 mm/y, a figure in moderate agreement with the 77

mm/y determined above,

However, the fault scarp along 107°W dies out in the northern

part of the survey area where there is no bathymetric evidence of an

old ridge offset. Furthermore, a one million year age discontinuity

implies a 77km axis jump which must have occurred at least 1 my

after the time of the Gilsa anomaly of the reidentified sequence, or

less than 0. 6 mya and there is no evidence of any fossil axial block

77 km or more east of the present EPR axis.
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Thus, the original explanation given this feature in the previous

section remains the preferred one. The fault scarp paralleling the

axis along l07°W is associated with an unstable segment of the EPR

axis and the process of reorienting this portion of the axis from 0140

to 0220, now in progress, may have caused the formation of this fault.

Geologic History of the EPR Crest at 6°S

At the time of the Gilsa anomaly, 1.79 1.61 mya (C ox, 1969),

sea-floor spreading was occurring in a direction about 1120 from an

axis trending 042°, 20° from the orthogonal to the spreading direction.

A transform fault offset the ridge axis right laterally, but was not

particularly disruptive to the oceanic crust as it left very little trace.

Some time since the formation of the Gilsa anomaly and possibly

as recently as 0. 3 mya, most of the EPR axis changed trend from the

042° direction delineated by the Gilsa anomalies to the 022° trend of

the present axis. The scarcity of magnetic anomaly identifications

precludes precise timing of this trend change. Apparently, the seg-
0 0ment of the EPR axis between aboutS. 8 S and the 6. 5 S fracture

zone, now trending 0140, overshifted and assumed an unstable trend.

Since 0. 69 mya, the time of the Brunhes/Matuyama anomaly,

the axis of the EPR has shifted westward a distance of about 10 km,

probably by a small jump of the spreading center rather than by a

brief episode of asymmetrical spreading, During this same time
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interval, the processes forming the 6. 5°S fracture zone underwent

a change that resulted in increased bathymetric expression of that

feature and increased intrusion along the fracture zone causing the

large magnetic anomaly now observed. These events have been dated,

somewhat tenuously, by a combination of location and extrapolated

spreading rates, as having occurred about 0.3 mya. The 10 km

westward axis jump may have occurred at about this same time and

might have caused the change in the nature of the fracture zone without

the otherwise required change in the Pacific -Nazca pole of rotation.

The time of initiation of faulting on the western fault blocks is

not known. It may have occurred in. conju.nction with the change in

spreading rate at about 2 mya seen on the EPR at 10. 5°S This rate

change cannot be documented for the 6°S region because of the lack

of pertinent data. Alternativej.y, formation of the fault blocks may

have occurred more recently, in conjunction with the 0. 3 my sequence

of events in the axial region. The presence of earthquake epicenters

near these features indicates that they are still active and lends weight

to the hypothesis of a fairly recent formation of the large fault blocks.

Sea-floor spreading rates have been essentially constant since

Gilsa time at about 76 or 77 mm/y. Presently, the segment of the

EPR axis that trends 014° is unstable and apparently is in the process

of reoienting to a trend of 022°. Most of the recorded faulting on the
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East Pacific Rise axis at 6°S can be attributed to the reorienting of

this abnormal portion of the rise crest, rather than to faulting along
0the axial offset at 6. 5 S.



PART IV. EAST PACIFIC RISE, 6.50 to 8, 5°S

A, Introduction

Location and Data

The axial region of the EPR lying between the fracture zones at

6. 5°S and 9°S is traversed by 8 reconnaissance tracklines. Five of

these traverses were run by the NOAA Ship in 1973 as

part of the Nazca Plate Project and the remaining three are older

cruises of other institutions. Five more older cruises cross this

section of the EPR but do not go across the axis (Figure 2). Bathy-

metric and magnetic data are available for all cruises through this

region except the Downwind-Baird cruise from which only bathymetric

data exists.

The combination of data available permits definition of the

scarps that bound the modern East Pacific Rise, the Bauer Scarp on

the west flank of the Bauer Deep along about 103°W, and a similar

feature on the west edge of the modern rise along about 112°W. The

eight crossings of the EPR axis between 6. 5°S and 8. 3°S are sufficient

to allow construction of a fairly detailed geologic history of this region,

spanning approximately the last 2 my.
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B. East Pacific Rise Axial Region, 6.50 to 8. 3°S

Bathymetry

At first glance, the general bathymetry of the axial region of the

EPR in the region between the fracture zones at 6. 5°S and 9°S is very

similar to that of other portions of the rise north and south of this

area (Figure 23). The exact spreading center is an axial block 15 to

20 km wide at the base, and 300-350 m high. Relief of the abyssal

hills on the flanks of the rise is 100-200 in. Width of the hills is on

the order of a few kilometers, but a more precise estimate is difficult

to make since the shape of the abyssal topography as plotted is de-

termined by the data digitization procedures of the various institutions

supplying the information (compare the Atlantis-Il, 54 profile with

the Oceo-73-4 profile adjacent to it on Figure 23).

The trackline from cruise Oceo-73-2 (Figure 23) reveals the

first indication of the complexities of this region. Here, what ap-

parently is an axial block occurs 60 to 65 km west of the axis found on

the other tracklines, A peak on line Oceo-73-4b located just north of

and slightly east of this feature probably represents the northerly

continuation of this western axial block. The eastern peak on Oceo-

73-4b (labeled A, Figure 23) is aligned with the EPR axis shown on

profiles to the north and most likely denotes the currently active axis.

The western peaks (labeled F on lines Oceo-73-Z and Ocea-73-4b,
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Figure 23), therefore, may represent a recently deactivated spread

ing center. Apparently, at the expected location of the active .EPR

axis, line Oceo-73--2 crosses the small fracture zone which connected

this western axial segment to the remainder of the axis to the south.

Both the bathymetric and magnetic anomaly character of the sea floor

alter markedly at the course change (labeled c/c, Figures 23, 24)

located near the expected axial position, implying a crustal discontin-

uity there.

Further north, line Oceo73-4a shows one axial block in the

expected location, but the Scan-lO trackline shows both the modern

axial block at about 107. 5°W and a second possible fossilized axial

block about 90 km to the west. This possible fossil axis continues

north along a trend of 0300 and is seen as a large elongate hill in the

extreme southwestern corner of the 6°S survey area (Figure 16)

These two features, both possible deactivated spreading centers, are

suggestive of complications during the recent spreading history of this

part of the EPR.

Other bathymetric features of note in the area between 6. 0 and

8. 5°S on the EPR include two seamounts, One, traversed by the

Atlantis-Il, 54 cruise is located at about 7. 2°S,i08 7°W, and has a

relief of about 1200 m. The other, crossed by the Amphitrite cruise,

is located at about 8. 0°S, 108. 2°W, and has a relief of 1300 m.
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Magnetic Anomalies

Magnetic anomalies from the five lines that display a single

axial block, the four southern lines and line Oceo-73--4a (Figure 24),

are low, irregular, and not identifiable, This is an expected conse-

quence of sea-floor spreading from an axis trending 0i000l50 near

the equator, Conversely, magnetic anomalies from regions that con-

tam the western ridge axis, or the possibly deactivated axial seg-

ments, are of greater amplitude and are often readily correlated with

anomalies generated by a, theoretical model (Figure 25),

The amplitude and resulting clarity of the anomalies in the

vicinity of the possible deactivated western ridge segments is the

strongest single piece of evidence suggesting that these features do

represent fossilized portions of the EPRsp:reading center. In the

northern part of the area, just south of the 6. 5°S fracture zone, the

modern axis trends about 015° while the fossil axis trends 030°

(Figure 26). Theoretical calculations of magnetic anomalies for this

region, at 7°S, show that a change in trend of the magnetic source
0 0body from 015 to 030 more than doubles the amplitude of the re-

sulting magnetic anomalies. Therefore, the association of higher

amplitude magnetic anomalies with the axis-like feature to the west

of the present axial block is not just fortuitous, but is a result of sea-

floor spreading from those more easterly-trending axial segments.
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Because good anomaly identifications can be made along only

one trackline, Scan-lO, spreading rates are not particularly well

established for this region, but a half-rate of 78 mm/y for the last

2. 5 my appears approximately correct.

Shifts in Spreading Activity

Magnetic anomaly correlations shown in Figure 25 show that the

fossil axis is closer to the west-flank Brunhes/Matuyama and

Jramillo anomalies on Scan-lO than on Oceo-73-4b, indicating that

the northern axial segment was deactivated earlier than the southern

one. A reasonably precise chronology for these shifts in spreading

activity can be constructed from the observed data.

The earlier shift, documented on the Scari-lO trackline, will be

considered first. Constraintè on any sequence of events are as fol-

lows (refer to Figure 25): the fossil axis is centered 30 km east of

the west-flank Brunhes/Matuyama anomaly; the fossil and active axis

are separated by about 91 km; and the modern axis is now positioned

72 km west of the Gilsa anomaly on the east flank. From the first

constraint and the general spreading rate of 78 km/my the time of

deactivation of this axis segment can be calculated to be 0. 3 mya.

Given only the observed distances and the time of deactivation of the

older ridge axis, s eve ral diffe rent s eq uenc e s could have produced

the present situation. If three simplifying assumptions are made,



however, only one sequence of events can result. These assumptions

are: there has been only one jump or change in position of the spread

ing axis; the new axis began to spread as soon as the old one stopped;

and spreading about the new axis has been symmetrical. We can

flow also calculate the amount of crust generated by the new axis since

its inception 0.3 mya to be 23.4 km on each flank.

From this information and the known separation of the two axes,

the distance of the axial jump can be calculated to be 91 km less 23.4

km or 67. 6 km. This value can be checked against the other piece of

data, the 72 km distance between the present axis and the Gilsa

anomaly to the east. At 0. 3 mya (Figure 27a), the fossil axis was

centered between the recently generated Brunhes/Matuyama anom-

alies. At 67. 6 km eastward jump of the spreading center should

place it 72 km less 23,4 km or 48.6 km west of the east flank Gilsa

anomaly, to allow for ensuing spreading to form the present separa-

tion. Spacing the jump distance off on Figure 27 results in a paleo-

location of the beginning spreading center about 46 km west of the

Gilsa anomaly, a value essentially in agreement with the predicted

value.

According to the scheme outlined in Figure 27, the spreading

center jump was large enough to position the new axis to the east of

the previously generated east-flank Brunhes/Matuyama and Jaramillo

anomalies. These anomalies are not obvious on the observed profile
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and may have been largely destroyed by reheating of the crust as the

new spreading center began. Nevertheless, if the theoretical mag-

netic profile is revised to account for the spreading center shift and

any ensuing spreading, these theoretical anomalies correlate with

some small (60 Y amplitude) anomalies in the observed profile

(Figure 27b).

The northern boundary of this portion of the EPR is the 6. 5°S

fracture zone. The time of the ridge jump at 0. 3 mya matches the

age of initiation of bathymetric and magnetic changes in the 6. 5°S

fracture zone discussed in Part III of this thesis. Indeed, the ridge

jump may have caused those changes.

The deactivation of the western axis segment found on lines

Oceo-73-4b and Oceo-73-2 (Figure 23) must have been accomplished

quite recently. Magnetic anomaly correlations along Oceo-73--4b

(Figure 25) show the Jaramillo and Brunhes/Matuyama anomalies on

the west flank and the Gilsa and Matuyama/Gauss anomalies, and

perhaps the Brunhes/Matuyama anomaly on the east flank of the rise.

All of these anomalies are distributed appropriately about the western

of the two axial blocks. This implies that any axis jump must have

occurred within the last few tens of thousands of years. Symmetrical

and similar magnetic anomalies about both ridge axes indicate that

both may have been active at the same time, or both may be active
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now. The amplitude difference of the anomalies would be the result

of the different trends of the magnetic source bodies. Apparently,

then, this segment of the rise axis at 7°S is either in the process of,

or has just completed an eastward shift in its activity. The extent

of the eastward shift is far enough to align the newly-formed axial

segment with the active portion of the EPR to the north (Figure 28).

C. Rgiona1Consideraions tPacific Rise,
6.5° to 8.5°S

The Boundary Scarp

0 0Between the 6, 5 S and 9 S fracture zones, the EPR ts bound

laterally by two pronounced topographic scarps. The western scarp

lies along ll2°W and the eastern one, the Bauer Scarp, along 103°W.

Both scarps are sub-parallel to the OlO°-0l5° trend of the modern

rise axis. Only one trackline (Scan-lU) traverses this entire section

of rise crest; its bathymetric profile is shown in Figure 29, Sc later

etal. (1971) have shown that when a new spreading center forms in

older crest, the new center of activity will be hotter and thus rise

above the surrounding sea floor. Ensuing spreading results in a

topographic profile with steep sides and a gently sloping top. The

East Pacific Rise where it is crossed by the Scan-lO cruise is an

excellent illustration of the topographic form resulting from a large

jump of a spreading system.
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Figure 29 also illustrates the depth asymmetry that occurs

across the EPR between 6,50 and 8. 5°S, The general depth of the sea

floor just west of the Bauer Scarp is approximately 3800 m, while the

depth just east of the western boundary scarp is about 3600 m. These

same depths are seen on all of the crossings of the two scarps. No

apparent reason exists for this depth asymmetry.

laiitiation of Spreading

Unlike the EPR farther south, there are no identifiable anomalies

on the lower or middle portion of the rise flank. Therefore, any esti-

mate of the time of initiation of sea-floor spreading in this area must

rest on the assumption that the spreading rates have always remained

the same as the present rates. The distance across this portion of the

EPR, from edge to edge, varies slightly but averages almost exactly

1000 km. If this distance is divided by the assumed total rate of

crustal generation (156 km/my) an age of 6. 4 my is found for the initia-

tion of activity in this region. This is comparable to the age of 6. 5

my assigned to the Galapagos Rise-EPR ridge jump by Anderson and

Sciater (1972).
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D. Geologic History of the East Pacific Risç,
6.5 to 8.5°

Geologic History

Sea-floor spreading along the modern EPR between 6.5° and

8. 5°S began approximately 6.4 mya when the center of spreading

activity jumped westward from the now fossilized Galapagos Rise in

the center of the Nazca Plate (Herron, 1972a) to 103°W. Crust

formed by the newly activated spreading center was hotter and less

dense than the older crust on either side of it and thus stood 400-500 m

higher than the surrounding ocean floor. Subsequent crustal accretion

continued from an axis that retained an approximately medial position

in its southern portion. Prior to the Matuyama/Gaus magnetic re-

versal 2. 43 mya and probably prior to the Kaena and Mammoth events

in the Gauss epoch, 3. 06 mya (C ox, 1969), two segments of the

northern portion of the spreading axis jumped westward. Spreading

directions were generally orthogonal to the medial portions of the

axis, which trend 010° to 015°, and oblique to the two western axial

segments which trend about 0300. Transform faults connecting these

offset ridge segments to the portions of the axis to the east must, ex-

cept for the 6. 5°S fracture zone, have caused only a minimum dis-

turbance in the structure of the oceanic crust as there is very little

direct evidence for any of them.
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This axial configuration, with two segments each 4O-5O km long

offset to the west, continued to function until recently. About 0. 3

mya, the northern of the two western axes stopped spreading as the

center of activity jumped about 65 km eastward to conform to the

regional alignment of the spreading center, A few tens of thousands of

years ago the southern axial segment began a jump eastward also to

become aligned with the remainder of the spreading axis (Figure Z8),

This shift in spreading activity may be continuing today.



PART V. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF EPR TECTONICS

A. Predominance of Tensionrelated Features

Topography
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Two types of topographic features discussed above are almost

certainly the result of normal faulting. These are the normal abyssal

hills which probably form by down-faulting on the sides of the axial

block, and the large horst blocks found in the 6°S survey area.

Another type of feature, not discussed above, occurs on four recon

naissance tracklines in the northeastern part of the thesis area and

might also be the result of normal faulting. These are depressions,

gentle swales several hundreds of meters deep and a few kilometers

across. One such feature occurs in the 6°S survey area at about 6. 60

S, 106. 3°W (Figures 16 and 17). Two similar ones occur east and
0 0 0north of the 6 S survey area. One, near 6. 1 6, 105,0 W, is crossed

by three tracklines, Atlantis-Il, 54, KK-lO, and Vema-2l. This hole

is from 400 to 850 m deep and is about 7. 5 km wide at half depth.

A second depression located on the Atlantis-Il, 54 trackline at 6,4°S,

105. 5°W, is 600 m deep and 8 km wide at its halfdepth. The hole on

the Scan-lO line (Figure 29) just west of the modern spreading axis is

defined by only one bathymetric point and thus may be a bad data point

rather than a real topographic feature.
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The origin of these depressions is not readily apparent, but one

possibility is that they represent tension cracks or grabens in the

oceanic crust. One of the depressions is also the site of an earth-
0 0quake epicenter (1/2/64, 6. 1 S, 105. 1 W), further implying that these

features may be the result of faulting. It is interesting to note that

these holes are dimensionally of the same magnitude as the horst

blocks in the western portion of the 6°S survey area, and a similar

distance from the axis. However, the graben-like features occur

only on the east flank of the EPR and the horsts only on the west flank.

Earthquakes

0 0Epicenter listings for the EPR at 5 -12 S during the period

since the World Wide Standardized-Seismograph Network was estab-

lished in 1961 through May of 1973, give 15 earthquakes that are not

associated with the 9°S fracture zone or the axis readjustment process

described from the 6°S survey area. These 15 earthquakes comprise

26% of all those occurring in the area between 5° and iZ9S, 102° and

11 3°W.

The seismicity of the northern EPR is commonly considered

low. Stover (1973) reported that all earthquakes on the East Pacific

Rise between 20°S and the Galapagos triple-point at Z°N are located

on fracture zones, but omitted the 15 earthquakes mentioned above

because they do not meet his minimum criteria for consideration (a
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minimum of 10 P.wave readings and an azimuthal data distribution of

at least 1800), Fewer arrivals were recorded for these 15 events

because of their low magnitudes, ranging from 4. 0 to 4. 6 Mb. Never-

theless, they are real, even though they are not as large or as well

located as those described by Stover (1973).

A listing of these earthquakes is given in Table 3.

Table 3. hMid..plate Earthquakes from WWSSN, EPR9 50 to

Lat. Long. Date Dist, from Comment
Os °W axis
9.5

10.6
9.0
9.6
9,3
8.9
8. 1
7.8
7. 6
7. 0
6. 7
6. 1

109. 7
107.5
111.0
109. 1
106.2
106. 1
107,8
104.9
108.6
111.3
105.2
105. 1

9/23/67
9/6/64
8/19/63
12/30/64
2/16/61
5/30/62
7/30/65
3/19/65
1/15/64
5/18/68
11/3/62
1/2/64

28 km9 E
320 km, E
125 km, W
100 km, E
205 km, E
205 km, E
13 kim E

315 km, E
85 km, W

400 km9 W
205 km, E
185 km, E

5.8 108.1 5/10/63 135 km, W
5.6 104.4 9/8/65 235 km, E
5.2 105.2 2/13/64 135 km, E

near west extension of 9°S fz

near east extension of 9°S fz

closest to axis

farthest from axis
near east ext. of 6. 5°S fz
near graben on V.'Zl, A..11,
54, KR-10
near horsts, 6°s survey area

Three epicenters lie near the inactive extensions of the ridge'ridge

transform faults at 6. 5°S and 9°S and one each occurs near the horst

blocks in the western part of the 6°S survey area and the graben at

6. los9 105. 0°W. These earthquakes as a whole span a distance of over

700 km across the EPR and9 if we assume that they represent normal

faulting, suggest that the entire modern EPR is subject to tensional

forces over its entire width.
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Further examination of Table 3 reveals that the earthquakes

appear to be preferentially distributed, with 11 occurring on the east

and only four on the west flank of the rise. Results of a chi square

test show that, at the 90% level of confidence, the observed earthquake

distribution is biased towards the east flank ,of the rise rather than

having resulted from a process normally distributed about the EPR

axis.

if 12 years of recorded earthquake epicenters is an accurate

representation of a long-term geological process, then the more

numerous east flank earthquakes may be associated with the depth

asymmetry observed onthe lower flanks of the rise (see Part IV, C,

above; Figure 29). More frequent normal faulting on the east flank

of the rise might, over geologic time, tend to lower it below the level

of the less active western flank.

Tension racks. and Metalliferous Sediments

Metalliferous sediments now accumulating in the southeast

Pacific Ocean (Dymond et al., 1973) are thought to form by precipita-

tion from hydrothermal solutions that have circulated within the

basaltic layer of the oceanic crust and leached the metals from the

cooling rocks (Corliss, 1971). Presently, such deposits are forming

most rapidly in the open ocean at the crest of the East Pacific Rise

(G. R. Heath, oral communication). In order to leach the metals
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from the basalt, sea water must enter and leave the crustal rocks

through any of several pathways, including inter-pillow openings,

cooling cracks in the basalt, tension cracks and faults. These cracks

need not be large, Bodvarsson and Lowell (1972) calculated that fluid

convection can occur through cracks as small as 3 mm wide.

The rapid accumulation of metalliferous sediments in the EPR

probably is the result of several factors. Because of the rapid rate o

crustal formation, 153 to 160 km/my total rate, much more fresh

basalt is brought into contact with sea water in any given period of

time than along other spreading centers, Shallower magma chambers

under faster spreading rises (Bass, 1971) imply higher thermal

gradients in the crustal rocks, which implies more rapid heating of

water and larger amounts of convection, Furthermore, the broad

zone of tension across the EPR and the concomittant wide distribution

of earthquakes would serve to continually open new cracks and keep

older ones from closing, thus allowing circulation of hydrothermal

solutions to continue for longer periods of time. And finally, the

relatively low total sediment accumulation rate allows these cracks

to remain uncovered for longer times than in other areas where sedi-

mentation rates are higher.
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B. The Non-Stationary Rise Axis

General Discussion

One of the most interesting facts revealed by this study of the

EPR is that shifts in the location of the spreading axis are a common-

place occurrence. Smaller shifts, on the order of 10 km or so, are

documented in the two regions with detailed data coverage. These

smaller shifts or jumps are of the same magnitude as the half-width

of the axial block and leave no trace in the topography. Three such

small jumps have been observed, one occurring between Gilsa and

Jaramillo time (1. 6 yo 0. 9 mya) and two occurring since the time of

the Brunhes/Matuyama reversal (0.69 mya).

Three larger jumps also have been documented. The oldest

of the three is a westward jump of at least 20 km that occurred near

l0°S about 4. 6 mya. This larger jump isolated the previously active

axial block and left it intact on the east flank of the rise (Figures 1 3

and 14). A more recent jump occurred 0. 3 mya near 6. 5°S when the

spreading center abruptly shifted about 65 km eastward, and a 8imilar

eastward jump at about 7°S may be either just concluded or in prog-

ress today (Figure 28).

In any one fracture-zone bound section of the EPR, all axis

jumps have been in the same direction: four westward jumps in the

region 90 to 12°S; two eastward jumps in the region bound by the
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6. 5°S and the 9°S fracture zones - although westward jumps may have

occurred a few million years earlier; and one westward jump in the

region just north of the 6. 5°S fracture zone. That so many jumps

have occurred since the formation of the present EPR in the late

Miocene suggest that such a process is typical for the fast-spreading

EPR. This process, which tends to be unidirectional in any given

axial segment, simulates asymmetrical spreading and may explain

this phenomenon on other fast-spreading rises. Small axis jumps

would not seriously disturb the magnetic-anomaly isochrons, leave no

topographic trace, and could not easily be distinguished from asym-

metrical spreading from a stationary axis. Such a spreading pattern

has been observed on the EPR south of the Easter Island triple point

and north of the Eltaniri fracture zone at 56°S (Herron, 1971) where

the distance between the rise axis and anomaly 5 is greater on the

east flank than to the west. Herron (1971) has suggested westward

axial migration as one probable cause of this situation. This west-

ward migration could have been accomplished by a series of small

westward axial jumps. It is not certain, but possible, that axial

jumps could also account for asymmetrical spreading on medium-

and slow-spreading ridges such as the Indian-Antarctic Ridge south

of Australia (Weissel and Hayes, 1971).

The probability that axis jumps have occurred on fast-spreading

rises raises some problems in the interpretation of magnetic
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anomalies. An axis ju.rnp of several tens of kilometers could bypass

a recently-generated magnetic anomaly (see Figure 27), resulting in a

doubling of this anomaly on one side of the axis and omission on the

other side. Data from both flanks of a rise are necessary to study

such a problem properly. Indeed, the one extra piece of information

that would most help this study is a profile containing clear magnetic

information completely across the west flank of the modern EPR

between the fracture zones at 9°S and 13, 5°S.

C. Tectonic Features of the EPR

Linearity of the East-Flank Scarp

Tectonic features of the EPR, the boundary scarps, fracture

zones, and rise axis are shown in Figure 30. One of the more striking

features of the rise is the remarkable linearity of the Bauer Scarp

which separates the EPR from the Bauer Deep and marks the position

of the initial spreading activity along the northern portion of the rise.

Sea-floor spreading began at different times in the different fracture-

zone bound segments of the rise. One would expect a newly-forming

ridge to align with the existing one because of the proximity to a heat

source. However, the new ridge between 70 and lO°S began in the

same relative position, now seen as the Bauer Scarp (Figure 30), as

did the rise between 10° and about 14°S, The situation across the
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Figure 30. Regional structure of the northern EPR, Black line is the rise axis. Grey lines represent the Bauer Scarp on the east edge of the modern
EPR and the equivalent feature on the west flank, Dashed lines outline fracture zones, Ui
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fracture zone extension at 7°S is similar to that at l0°S (Figure 31).

This preference for the segments of the new rise to begin along the

same line at different times suggests the preexistence of some

linear zone of incipient melting in the asthenosphere, since any litho

spheric zone of weakness should move westward with ongoing spread

ing from the old Galapagos Rise.

Fracture Zones

Different fracture. zone bound blocks of the East Pacific Rise

were formed at different times by a westward jump in spreading

activity from the extinct Galapagos Rise in the center of the Nazca

Plate. Specifically, the part of the EPR south of the 9°S fracture

zone originated about 8 mya and the portion to the north about 6. 4

mya. This implies that for a period of approximately 1.5 my the 9°S

fracture zone was a 900 km long, active transform fault which con-

nected the new EPR with the old Galapagos Rise (Figure 31a). The

fact that such a fault could propagate in considerably less than 1.5

my supports the suggestion that the lithosphere offers relatively little

resistance to shearing (Lachenbruch and Thompson, 1972;

Lachenbruch, 1973; Froidevaux, 1973).

The east flank scarp of the EPR and the topographic expression

of the Bauer Deep terminate northward at the large fracture zone that

crosses the rise axis at 4. S°S. This fracture zone and the 3. 5°S
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fracture zone to the north of it (Figure 30) have clear bathymetric

and magnetic expressions. Seismic studies reveal numerous earth-

quakes in this region, and from this data alone other workers have

assumed that several fracture zones exist in this region (Stover, 1973;

Herron, 1972a, her fig.. 3).

The 4. 5°S fracture zone is a unique feature in some ways and

thus deserves special mention, It is the largest fracture zone on this

portion of the EPR, having a width of over 100 km where it is crossed

by the two Oceanographer tracklines at 108. 5°W, 1.5 km of relief

within it, and a basement drop of about 500 m down to the north across

it. All the available data indicate that the 4. 5°S fracture zone is the

northern boundary of that part of the East Pacific Rise that was

formed as a result of westward jumps of spreading activity from the

old Galapagos Rise. The Bauer Deep termi.nates northward at the

4. 5°S fracture zone and the 3. 5°S fracture zone to the north is not an

extensive one; no evidence of it is found on the two Oceanographer

tracklines along 108. 5°S (Figures 2 and 30), The northernmost

mapped location of the Galapagos Rise (Herron, 1972a) coincides with

the eastern extension of this fracture zone and the southernmost

mapped extension of the 1vlathematiciansClipperton Ridge system

with its western extension, Thus, the 4. 5°S fracture zone probably

was the location of the large offset that existed between these two

extinct spreading centers (Rea and Malfait, 1974). When spreading
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activity shifted to its present location north of and south of the 4. 5°S

fracture zone, the relative motion along the transform fault must

have reversed from right- to left-lateral, probably contributing to

the present structural complexity of that fracture zone.

One other feature, common to both the 9°S and 6. S°S fracture

zones must be mentioned. Both these fracture zones considerably

changed their appearance relatively recently. Changes in the char-

acter of the 6. 5°S fracture zone occurring 0. 3 mya probably result

from the changing location of the adjacent spreading center. Some-

what earlier, perhaps as much as 1 mya, the 9°S fracture zone began

to widen (Figure 30) and its structure changed from a simple step

offset in the ocean floor to a 100 km wide feature characterized by

discontinuous ridges and troughs and large magnetic anomalies.

These changes in the 9°S fracture zone structure may be symptomatic

of an otherwise unrecognized change in the spreading regime of the

EPR about 1 mya.

Summaryof the Geologic Hisy of the EPR

In the region between 10° and about 14°S, the present East

Pacific Rise began spreading in old ocean floor approximately S mya.

About 1.5 my later when the spreading system south of the 9°S frac-

ture zone was functioning normally, a new spreading center, extend-

ing from 7° to 10°S, formed along the trend of the eastern limits of
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the one to the south (F&gure 31a, b). A third new axis must have

formed along the same line as the other two a short time later. This

small ridge segment extended from 50 to 7°S, and its time of forma-

tion may be the time when the motion along the 4. 5°S fracture zone

reversed itself, probably a significant tectonic event in its own right.

Thus, by about 5.4 mya, the assumed age of anomaly 3', all

three ridge segments were functioning, and the southern segment

already may have been offset 10 km along 12, 3°S (Figure 31c). The

next recorded event, occurring about 4. 6 mya, is a westward jump

of at least 20 km of the spreading axis between the 9°S fracture zone

and perhaps 11 °S. About this same time two portions of the axis

segment bound by the 6. 5°S and 9°S fracture zones must also have

shifted westward (Figure 3ld).

About 2 mya, the high spreading rates of greater than 85 km/my
0that had persisted for 4 or 5 my between 9 and 12 S slowed to less

than 80 km/my. At the time of the Gilsa anomaly, about 1.7 mya,

all prior offsets in the southern part of the axis were eliminated and

the axis was completely straight. In the central region, two small

segments of the spreading center were active 60 or 70 km west of the

major portion of that axial segment. North of the 6. 5°S fracture zone,

oblique sea-floor spreading was occurring at an angle of 700 to the

axis which was trending 042° (Figure 31e).
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Between the time of the Gilsa anomaly and that of the Jaramillo

anomaly, 0.92 mya, the northern portion of the ridge segment south

of the 9°S fracture zone jumped 10 km westward. About this time the

gross structure of the 9°S fracture zone started to become more

complex. Also at some time since 1. 7 mya, the trend of the northern

axial segment of the EPR changed from 042° to its present trend of

022°, but this shift cannot be accurately dated.

After the Brunhes/Matuyama reversal at 0, 69 mya the portion

of the rise axis south of about 11, 5°S jumped 8 or 10 km westward,

as did some part of the axis north of 6. 3°S. At 0. 3 mya, the small

axis segment just south of the 6. 5°S fracture zone jumped about 65

km east to align with the more centrally located portion of the axis

This jump may have produced the change in structure of the 6, 5°S

fracture zone that occurred at this same time, Recently, perhaps

a few tens of thousands of years ago, the western segment of the

spreading center at 7°S began to shift eastward to align with the rest

of the axis between 6.5°s and 8.5°S.

At present the EPR is generating new oceanic crust at who1e

rates ranging from about 153 km/my at 6°S to 160 km/my at ll°S,

The portion of the ridge axis jist north of the 6. 5°S fracture zone is

seismically active and appears to be in the process of reorienting
0 0from its present trend of 014 to 022 , the regional trend of the East

Pacific Rise axis.
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